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ABSTRACT
The flow field characteristics within the discharge chamber
and exhaust of a quasi-steady magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) arcjet
are examined to clarify the nature of the plasma acceleration
process. In order to observe discharge characteristics un-
perturbed by insulator ablation and terminal voltage fluctua-
tions, three criteria must first be satisfied: the use of re-
fractory insulator materials, a mass injection geometry tailored
to provide propellant to both electrode regions of the discharge,
and a cathode of sufficient surface area to permit nominal MPD
arcjet operation for given combinations of arc current and total
mass flow. The axial velocity profile and electromagnetic dis-
charge structure are measured for an arcjet configuration which
functions nominally at 15.3 kA and 6 g/sec argon mass flow
(J2/i = 39 kA 2-sec/g). An empirical two-flow plasma accelera-
tion model is advanced which delineates inner and outer flow
regions and accounts for the observed velocity profile and cal-
culated thrust of the accelerator. The acceleration process is
characterized by nearly 50% of the total arc current flowing
downstream of the anode orifice. The plasma leaves the discharge
chamber at a speed of less than 9.0 km/sec and accelerates to
12.5 km/sec several anode orifice diameters downstream. A super-
sonic expansion in the exhaust plume accounts for the observed
plasma acceleration to 12.5 km/sec of the inner flow. This
terminal velocity significantly exceeds the previously proposed
Alfven limiting velocity of 8.7 km/sec for argon. It also cor-
responds to the mass-averaged velocity associated with the thrust
attributable to the inner flow, thereby implying a fraction of
the total thrust is recovered during the flow expansion in the
downstream exhaust regions of the accelerator. In contrast, the
outer flow produces thrust with a lower specific impulse and
thus degrades the overall performance of the thruster. It is
suggested that improved thruster performance may be realized by
reducing the extent of the outer flow.
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Chapter I
Quasi-steady Magnetoplasmadynamic Accelerators
I-i Electromagnetic Plasma Acceleration
Electromagnetic accelerators are able to combine
large values of total and specific impulse, thereby making
the electromagnetic plasma thruster a particularly attrac-
tive candidate for highly energetic space missions. Char-
acteristically, such missions require the primary thrusting
system to provide total impulses greater than 106 newton-
seconds and specific impulses between 1000 and 10,000
seconds.(1) Present chemical systems are limited to maxi-
mum attainable specific impulses of less than 600 seconds;
a limit established by the finite enthalpy of the reactants.
Electrostatic or ion thrusters can provide high specific
impulses (I > 1000 sec) but suffer from inherent space
sp
charge flow limitations which translate into low thrust
operation. Hence ion engines must be clustered in large
arrays to provide the required total impulse. Low thrust
operation further restricts the application of electrostatic
thrusters to only those missions during which sudden space-
craft accelerations are not required.
In principle, electromagnetic plasma acceleration cir-
cumvents the fundamental limitations of both the chemical
and electrostatic thruster systems. The basic principles
of electromagnetic plasma acceleration are schematically
illustrated in Figure 1-1 for a self-field magnetoplasma-
dynamic (MPD) arcjet. In this case, a gaseous propellant
is introduced upstream of two concentric electrodes. An
arc discharge is struck between the anode and cathode, and
a diffuse, cylindrically symmetric current pattern is
established throughout the discharge chamber.
PROPELLANT r B
/(BLOWING)
n CATHODE f
c: Hr = iz 8
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The axial and radial components of the current density
cross with the azimuthal self-magnetic field, producing
radial and axial Lorentz body forces which accelerate the
ionized propellant downstream. Since the plasma flow is
quasi-neutral, no space charge limitations on the accelera-
ted mass flow rate exist, thereby allowing thrust densities
orders of magnitude larger than electrostatic thrust levels
to be realized. Furthermore, maximum attainable MPD ex-
haust velocities are independent of, and thus not limited
by, the enthalpy of the propellant, since electrical input
power externally supplied couples directly into the kinetic
motion of the propellant. In this sense MPD acceleration
is "power limited" in contrast to the "energy limited"
nature of chemical processes.
The net thrust of the MPD accelerator is related to the
SxB body force distribution throughout the discharge volume.
For a self-field device, these Lorentz forces scale quad-
ratically with the total arc current. Clearly then, high
specific impulses and thrust densities should be associated
with high current modes of MPD arcjet operation. However,
previous experience with steady-state accelerators demon-
strates that these high power operational modes can not
be maintained continuously for arc currents greater than
several thousand amperes.(2) Electrode and insulator sur-
faces destruct when subjected to the thermal stresses con-
comitant with steady-state, high power arcjet operation.
Thus,in order to realize the advantages accrued at higher
arc currents without inducing structural failure, the MPD
accelqrator must operate in a pulsed mode.
I-2 The Quasi-steady MPD Arcjet
Pulsed plasma accelerators which accelerate propellant
by the sweeping action of propagating current sheets have
(3,4,5)been studied extensively in the past. These
- 4 -
devices are characterized by discharge times ranging be-
tween 1 and 10 microseconds. On these time scales however,
inefficient transient phenomena including initial breakdown,
ionization, electrode and mass ejection processes keep the
overall thruster efficiency below several percent. Hence,
results from both steady-state and pulsed plasma devices
separately suggest extended current pulses with transient
periods short compared to total discharge times, are
desirable.
Between 1966 and 1969, it was demonstrated that current
pulses, several hundred microseconds long discharged between
concentric electrodes would stabilize in times short compared
to the duration of the current pulse. (6 ,7) That is, after
an initial transient period, the arc current discharge pat-
tern assumes a "quasi-steady" distribution which remains con-
stant for the remainder of the pulse. This stabilized dis-
charge pattern accelerates the plasma in a mode resembling
that of the steady-state MPD arcjet, rather than by the
sweeping action of a propagating current sheet. This mode
of plasma acceleration is referred to as "quasi-steady
plasma acceleration."
Quasi-steady plasma acceleration results after properly
tailored mass flow and current pulses are delivered to the
accelerator's discharge chamber. An arc discharge is initiated
across the electrodes after the injected propellant has assumed
a steady cold flow pattern throughout the discharge chamber.
Spatial and temporal stabilization of the electromagnetic
fields generated by the arc discharge occurs on a time scale
typically between ten and one hundred microseconds after dis-
charge initiation. Shortly thereafter, the propellant mass
swept from the accelerator chamber by the initial breakdown
processes is replenished by the protracted mass flow pulse,
and gasdynamic stabilization of the discharge occurs. Only
for times during which both the electromagnetic and flow
- 5 -
fields are unchanging may the plasma acceleration process
be described as quasi-steady.
I-3 Quasi-steady Plasma Acceleration Models
To date, a complete theoretical understanding of the
high power plasma acceleration process does not exist. The
nonlinear coupling of the electromagnetic and gasdynamic
processes responsible for the plasma acceleration makes the
mathematical modelling of the problem extremely complex.
The paucity of all but the most simplified analytical models
is at least partially a result of the historical develop-
ment of the devices. The steady-state MPD arc inadvertantly
evolved from electrothermal thruster research in 1964.(8)
Encouraging preliminary results prompted an indiscriminant
rush to achieve bigger and better performance without ac-
quiring a fundamental understanding of the devices. Only
recently have series of systematic experiments been under-
taken to clarify the nature of the accleration process.
Previously proposed theoretical and semi-empirical arc-
jet models are discussed briefly below. A more detailed re-
view is given by Jahn,(1) and the specifics of each model
may be found in the referenced literature.
I-3-1 Magnetogasdynamic Model
The magnetogasdynamic or continuum approach models the
plasma acceleration process in terms of a conducting, con-
tinuum fluid. Macroscopic variables, including the mass
averaged velocity u, the current density j, and the self-
induced magnetic field B, describe the acceleration of par-
ticular fluid elements, under the prevailing electromagnetic
body forces. Actually, the self-field thrust can be evalua-
ted from a volume integration of the j x distribution
throughout the discharge region without explicit reference to
the local fluid properties. Such an integration yields a
relation of the form:
-6-
Tem= 4J in + = bJ (1-a)
or in terms of the mass averaged velocity,
u = b i (1-b)
where
b - rn a +
and J is the total arc current, Vo the magnetic per-
meability, m the accelerated mass flow rate, ra and
rc the maximum anode and cathode current attachment radii,
and c a numerical constant of order one.
It may be shown that the above result is independent
of the local jxB distribution throughout the discharge
plasma, except for the constant c which depends upon the
current attachment pattern off the tip of the cathode.(9)
Both the self-field electromagnetic thrust and mass averaged
exhaust velocity depend only on the input parameters of the
accelerator. As a result, the self-field thrust equation
embodies no information concerning local acceleration mech-
anisms in that the local xB pattern and the magneto-
gasdynamic fluid properties are not theoretically specified.
Such information must be obtained experimentally. Further-
more, electrothermal contributions to the plasma accelera-
tion are not included explicitly.
I-3-2 Collisionless Stratton Model
In contrast, the plasma acceleration mechanisms are
called forth explicitly in a collisionless arcjet model
proposed by both Stratton(10 ) and Watson.(11 ) This model
- 7 -
relies on charged particle orbit theory to describe the
ion and electron trajectories in the crossed electric and
self-induced magnetic fields of the discharge. Ions
created in the vicinity of the outer anode electrode are
characterized by gyro radii comparable to the discharge
chamber dimensions. As a result, the ions are accelerated
radially inwards and axially downstream under the combined
influence of the electric and magnetic fields of the dis-
charge. Space charge neutralization of the ion flow is
provided by an electron beam streaming off-the tip of the
cathode. Features of this collisionless model include ion
radial current conduction which couples the mass flow and
arc current, and an exhaust velocity determined by the
potential difference between the two electrodes.
j =ei (l-c)M.
eJ  2eV
u - 2rm.i K i (l-d)
where M. is the mass of the propellant ion and V is the
arc voltage exclusive of the electrode falls.
The assumption of collisionless flow for the moderate
density plasmas characteristic of quasi-steady accelerators
is an extreme one. The particle orbit theory may be modi-
fied, however, to account for the effects of particle col-
lisions. In this case, knowledge of the local Hall para-
meters is required to identify regions of particle accelera-
tion, current conduction, and thrust generation.
-8-
I-3-3 1-D Parallel Plate Model
The quasi-steady discharge patterns and acceleration
processes of a parallel plate accelerator are theoretical-
ly treated by Martinache and Lam.(12 ) A one-dimensional
model of the discharge region and monofluid description of
the plasma are assumed. The gasdynamics and electrodynamics
of the problem are considered simultaneously rather than
individually. Inlet and outlet boundary conditions and re-
strictions imposed upon the back emf delineate several
classes of theoretical solutions. Electrothermal and
electromagnetic modes of accelerator operation result, with
the high current, electromagnetic mode the more efficient
of the two. For various inlet conditions and arc currents,
the solutions display normal shock patterns, choking of the
flow within the accelerator and exit velocities equal to or
slightly greater than the acoustic speed. Clearly though,
the one-dimensional treatment precludes any examination of
two-dimensional electromagnetic and/or flow expansion effects
upon the specific impulse and thrust of the accelerator.
I-3-4 Minimum Flow Power Model
Experimental results from the AVCO, SSD laboratories
first suggested quasi-steady MPD arcjet performance might be
fundamentally limited. (13) Malliaris observed, for a given
mass flow rate, a certain arc current above which erratic
terminal voltage behavior and insulator ablation occurred.
Furthermore, the onset of this erratic arcjet behavior scaled
such that the parameter (J*)2/A, the onset arc current
squared divided by the injected mass flow rate, remained con-
stant for a given propellant. This critical J2/ parameter
was interpreted as an upper fundamental limit imposed upon
quasi-steady plasma acceleration. This conclusion was
analytically supported by a minimum power model of the arc-
jet flow processes.
- 9 -
In this model, the arc discharge accelerates a mass
flow rate (not necessarily identical with the injected mass
flow) such that the power invested in the plasma flow,
exclusive of the electrode fall regions, is minimized.
The flow power is assumed to be expressible as the sum of
kinetic and ionization power terms given by Equation l-e.
The minimum power condition is expressed by Equation 1-f.
2  e4i
PFLOW + M. i (l-e)FLOW 2f M
CPFLOW = O (l-f)
where a constant thrust T given by Equation 1-a, and
negligible power in plasma thermal and radiative modes are
additionally assumed. i and Mi are the first ionization
potential and ion mass of the propellant.
Partial differentiation of Equation l-e, as specified
by Equation 1-f, results in an optimum or critical value for
the parameter J2 /
(2ed /Mi )
CRIT b (l-g)
dependent only upon the electromagnetic thrust coefficient
b and the properties of the accelerated propellant. Numerical-
ly, expression l-g was found to be in good agreement with
empirical obserations for several different propellant species.
Because of this optimum J2/A value, the minimum power
arcjet model implies that both the exhaust velocity and
specific impulse, Isp, of the quasi-steady accelerator exhibit
upper bounds:
- 10 -
T b j2 (2e6i/Mi)I 
- g - - (l-h)sp mg g I/ g
and
ue Isp g (2e i/M i )  (1-i)
For argon propellant a maximum specific impulse of 890
seconds corresponding to an exhaust velocity of 8.7 km/sec
is indicated. The minimum power assumption may be shown
equivalent to an energy equipartition between kinetic and
ionization modes. As a consequence, the kinetic power
efficiency of the accelerator is implied to be at best 50%
excluding the inherent losses associated with electrode
phenomena.
Despite this arcjet model's dire implications, no
measurements other than voltages and exhaust velocities
were made to confirm and/or clarify the nature of this
apparent limitation.
I-4 Thesis Organization
Clearly the need exists for a further clarification of
the plasma acceleration processes in the quasi-steady MPD
arcjet. The quasi-steady MPD arcjet's ultimate applicability
in a viable space thruster system depends in part upon a
thorough understanding of its performance capabilities. The
nature of the plasma acceleration process reflects directly
upon two such performance parameters, the thrust and the ex-
haust velocity or specific impulse of the device. Because
of the significant mathematical difficulties encountered in
analytically evaluating these and similar parameters in any
generality, an experimental or semi-empirical approach to
the plasma acceleration problem is both necessary and en-
lightening.
Previous experimental study of the high power quasi-
steady MPD arcjet at Princeton has focused primarily upon
discharge stabilization phenomena and plasma diagnostic de-
velopment. Clark and Eckbreth demonstrated discharge
stabilization in coaxial and planar accelerator geome-
tries.(6,7) Plasma diagnostics were developed to measure
electromagnetic field distributions, velocity, impact pres-
sure, and electron and ion temperature profiles in the
quasi-steady MPD discharge. Upon acquiring the proper
facilities and diagnostic techniques, attention was direct-
ed toward aspects of the quasi-steady plasma acceleration
process.
Measured potential profiles throughout the discharge
region discredited the simple electrostatic plasma accelera-
tion model discussed in Section I-3-2. (14) Using a
parallel plate geometry, Di Capua concluded that electro-
thermal contributions to the plasma acceleration were
significant. (1 5 )  Cory was able to distinguish between
electromagnetic and electrothermal thrust components of the
coaxial accelerator using impact pressure measurements and
the self-field thrust Equation 1-a. (1 6) Bruckner measured
argon ion temperature and velocity profiles in this accelera-
tor, later shown to be grossly influenced by the presence
of ablated insulator species in the discharge plasma (Section
III-3 and 111-4). In fact, Bruckner was forced to conclude
that the measured argon exhaust velocities were due in part
to an unspecified momentum transfer process between the mixed
argon and ablation plasma flows. (1 7 )
In light of the significant perturbations induced by the
severe insulator ablation, a decision had to be made regard-
ing the direction in which further details of the accelera-
tion process would be pursued. In order to proceed further
with the same apparatus, the cause and effects of the ablation
- 12 -
process would have had to been included in any plasma ac-
celeration model. This approach had been previously
followed by Workman, Keck, and others in their investi-
gations of rail and vacuum arc accelerators. (18' 19' 20 )
Alternatively, one could try to eliminate insulator abla-
tion from the problem by appropriate changes in the ac-
celerator configuration.
This program takes the latter alternative in its
examination of the quasi-steady plasma acceleration process.
Chapter II briefly reviews the experimental facilities and
diagnostic techniques used in this study. Chapter III dis-
cusses the manner in which insulator ablation perturbs the
characteristic voltages and velocities associated with
nominal arcjet operation, and the steps taken to eliminate
those perturbations. Data suggesting an alternative explana-
tion for the erratic arcjet behavior experienced at the
"critical J2/~i. condition are also presented. Chapter IV
details the axial velocity profile associated with an arc-
jet configuration unperturbed by insulator ablation and
erratic terminal voltage while operated at the "critical
J2/,," condition. From local measurements of magnetic field,
current density, electric field, and flow vector, a phenom-
enological plasma acceleration model is proposed. This
model accounts for the measured final exhaust velocity and
implied specific impulse, both of which exceed the upper
limits previously suggested in Section 1-3-4. A summary
of experimental conclusions, as well as future recommenda-
tions, are presented in Chapter V.
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Chapter II
Experimental Facilities and Diagnostic Techniques
II-1 Experimental Facilities
The research apparatus employed during the course of
this study may be conveniently subdivided into four systems.
The overall system consists of the MPD arc chamber, a pro-
pellant mass injection system, a current pulse-forming net-
work, and a Plexiglas vacuum chamber. These pulsed quasi-
steady MPD arcjet facilities are illustrated schematically
in Figure 2-1.
II-1-1 MPD Accelerator Chamber
The cylindrical arc chamber is 12.7 cm in diameter and
5.0 cm deep. A 1.9 cm diameter tungsten cathode is cen-
trally: located within the discharge chamber. During the ex-
perimental program various cathode geometries were used.
The particular cathode dimensions and geometry are explicit-
ly noted in the subsequent text where appropriate. The
annular aluminum anode has an i.d. of 10.2 cm and an outer
barrel diameter of 18.8 cm. The anode is electrically in-
sulated from the cathode by a cylindrical pyrex wall insert
and a circular rear end plate. The insulator ablation dis-
cussed in Chapter III refers to the ablation of this end
plate. The end plate is constructed of either Plexiglas or
boron nitride.
II-1-2 Mass Injection System
In addition to acting as an insulator, the end plate
contains the injection orifices through which argon pro-
pellant is supplied to the discharge chamber. Changes in
mass injection geometry refer to the use of end plates which
distribute the injected propellant to different locations
CAPACITOR LINE
GAS SWITCH
HIGH 0V 
W
PRESSURE H ANO
GAS PGAS BA SVALVE RESSTOR
C UI EEND PLATE
r - HIGH
SrPRESSURE - CATHODE
-o IGAS
-4 INJECTOR
PYREX
CHAMBER UiLLPOWER "C
SUPPLY
A I ARC CHAMB
PLEXIGLAS
VACUUM TANK
QUASI -STEADY MPD ARCJET FACLmES
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within the discharge chamber. Mass pulses of several
milliseconds in duration are provided by a fast-acting
solenoid valve fed by a high pressure argon reservoir.
By varying the reservoir stagnation pressure, steady mass
flow rates between 1 and 36 g/sec may be supplied to the
MPD arc chamber.
II-1-3 Power Supply System
Rectangular current pulses are applied to the elec-
trodes through a gas-triggered switch
(2 1 ) and an impedance-
matching ballast resistor from a 120 station L-C ladder
pulse-forming network.(15) Each inductor is a three turn
portion of a continuous solenoid, 10 cm i.d. x 6.4 cm
pitch, wound from a 3.8 cm x 0.32 cm copper strip. The
160 kilojoule power supply has a total capacity of 3300 pfd
and is capable of providing one millisecond pulses up to
26 kiloamperes in amplitude when charged to 8 kV. An
electronic delay circuit synchronizes the triggering of the
gas switch with the stabilization of the injected propel-
lant mass flow rate.
II-1-4 Vacuum System
The accelerator exhausts into a dielectric vacuum tank
183 cm long and 92 cm i.d. constructed of Plexiglas and
-5
evacuated by a 15.2 cm oil diffusion pump to some 10 torr
before each discharge. (2 2) An electrically-controlled probe
carriage mounted inside the vacuum tank allows remote probing
of the arc chamber and exhaust regions in three dimensions.
Seven Plexiglas viewing ports mounted flush against the sides
and end of the vacuum tank permit unobstructed views of the
entire discharge region for optical diagnostics.
II-2 Diagnostic Techniques
The experimental quasi-steady arcjet facility described
above is amenable to diagnostic scrutiny by several techniques
- 16 -
not otherwise applicable to high power steady state MPD
thrusters. Such techniques depend upon the insertion of
probes into the discharge plasma. Probe methods take ad-
vantage of the enlarged characteristic accelerator dimen-
sions and the pulsed mode of operation by enhancing the
spatial resolution of local measurements and permitting
interior probing of the otherwise hostile plasma environ-
ment. These advantages are counter-balanced to some de-
gree by theoretical ambiguity associated with the reduc-
tion of probe data under certain plasma conditions and
probe-plasma perturbations.(23,24) Only for those con-
ditions where these effects are negligible will probe
methods be fruitful.
The manner in which those variables associated with
the acceleration processes examined in this program are
determined is discussed in the following sections. These
variables include terminal arc voltage, local velocity,
magnetic field, current density, and electric field data.
II-2-1 Terminal Arc Properties
The voltage-current (V-J) characteristic of the arc
for a given mass flow rate and injection geometry is ob-
tained on a shot-to-shot basis because of the pulsed nature
of the device. Arc voltages are measured with respect to
the anode ground by a 1000:1 Tektronix high voltage probe
attached to the cathode, while the arc current is recorded
by a Rogowski loop embedded about the cathode. Both the
voltage and current signals are simultaneously displayed upon
a Tektronix Type 555 Dual Beam oscilloscope and recorded on
high speed Polaroid film. Typical current and voltage signals
are presented in Figure 2-2. The shot-to-shot terminal voltage
reproducibility is better than ten percent.
- 17-
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II-2-2 Local Plasma Properties
II-2-2a Plasma Velocity Vector Field
The complete specification of the velocity vector field
requires knowledge of both flow angle and flow speed. 
These
quantities are obtained locally by rather straightforward
electric probe techniques.
Plasma streamline directions may be detected by cylin-
drical double electric probes. The double probe method was
originally proposed by Johnson and Malter to measure elec-
tron temperature in decaying electrodeless plasma dis-
charges.(25) The double probe consists of two wire elec-
trodes connected to a bias potential source. The current
which flows in the probe circuit as the bias potential is
increased from zero is expressed in terms of the probe
characteristic. For a double probe with equal area elec-
trodes, the probe characteristic is symmetric about the zero
current voltage for positive and negative bias potentials.
Experimental double probes are constructed from 0.076 mm
tungsten wires enclosed in glass capillary tubes. Length to
diameter aspect ratios of 100 insure negligible end effects.
Bias voltages are maintained across a 2000 pf capacitor, and
probe currents are measured directly with a P6021 Tektronix
Current Probe. A typical double probe and signal response
are shown in Figure 2-3. A typical probe characteristic is
presented in Figure 2-4. The constant probe current magni-
tude for bias potentials greater than three volts is referred
to as the ion saturation current.
In a flowing plasma, the magnitude of the ion saturation
current depends on the relative orientation between the flow
and the double probe.(26, 2 7) For ratios of probe radius, rp,
to Debye length, /\d' much greater than one, and supersonic
flows, a minimum in probe current as a function of probe
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orientation is expected when the local flow vector and
the cylindrical probe axis are aligned.(27) For the given
probe radii and experimental plasma conditions, rp/Ad is
greater than 100 and the Mach number M >1. The excellent
probe current saturation achieved in the double probe
characteristic is also indicative of the large rp/, d
ratios. The dependence of net probe current on relative
flow angle was verified on the accelerator centerline.
In addition, off axis measurements at a position where the
flow angle had been previously determined by optical tech-
niques demonstrated excellent agreement between the double
probe and optical data. (28 ) Typical flow angle data are
illustrated in Figure 2-5 indicating local flow angle of
200 for that particular location. Local flow direction
throughout the discharge may be established in this way.
From these data the mass streamlines associated with a given
discharge pattern may be constructed.
Double electric probes may be further adapted to measure
flow speeds once the streamline pattern of the discharge is
known. Plasma velocities are measured using a time-of-flight
technique. A pair of double electric probes biased to draw
ion saturation current, separated a known distance, and
oriented perpendicular to the local flow direction, are used
to sense local fluctuations in ion number density which con-
vect with the local streaming velocity. (29 ) Portions of the
upstream and downstream probe signals representative of the
quasi-steady phase of the discharge are displayed on an ex-
panded time scale as illustrated in Figure 2-6. Fluctuation
arrival times are correlated between upstream and downstream
probes and combined with the known probe separation to yield
time-of-flight velocities. The plasma velocity may therefore
be measured in any region of the MPD discharge where density
fluctuations are detectable.
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Despite the relative ease and straightforwardness of
the time-of-flight method, care must be exercised in inter-
preting the time-of-flight signals. In principle, plasma
wave motion could be superimposed upon the convecting plasma
stream. In this case, time-of-flight velocities would equal
the sum of both a convective and wave speed. To examine
this possibility the velocity was measured at several loca-
tions in the discharge by three independent techniques, two
of which were insensitive to plasma wave components. The
velocity data from time-of-flight, ion saturation current,
and Doppler shift methods were compared.(3 0 , 17) The three
measured velocities were found equal within the experimental
uncertainty, thereby demonstrating the equivalence between
time-of-flight and plasma velocities.
II-2-2b Magnetic Field and Current Density Distributions
The self-induced magnetic field of the quasi-steady MPD
discharge is azimuthal in direction. The spatial and tem-
poral distribution of magnetic field may be obtained from in-
duction coils properly aligned to intercept magnetic flux
lines. The operation of an induction loop as a magnetic
field probe has been excellently reviewed by Lovberg and will
not be repeated here. (3 1 ) Magnetic field probes consisting
of 200 turn coils wound from #44 wire about 2 mm nylon spools
provide sufficient sensitivity, frequency response, and spatial
resolution to map the quasi-steady B field distribution.
Magnetic probe signals proportional to dB/dt are passively
integrated through a 10 msec RC integrator and displayed on
a Tektronix Type 555 oscilloscope.
The MPD discharge current density distribution may be
extracted from the magnetic field data and the Vx B = p o
Maxwell equation. This procedure is discussed further in
Section IV-4-2.
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II-2-2c Floating Potential Distribution
A single non-biased electrode immersed in a plasma and
drawing no net current from the plasma will assume a negative
potential due to the disparity between the random electron
and ion fluxes to the electrode surface. This potential is
defined as the floating potential. The floating potential
probes normally used here consist of single tungsten elec-
trodes connected through 1000:1 Tektronix voltage probes to
an oscilloscope. The probe circuit impedance of over a
megohm guarantees negligible net current will be drawn from
the plasma thereby satisfying the floating potential criteri-
on. The tungsten electrode geometry is cylindrical with
radii between 0.038 and 0.127 mm and lengths of several mil-
limeters.
Floating potential profiles are of interest only inso-
far as they reflect the actual space or plasma potential dis-
tribution throughout the MPD discharge. To reduce floating
potential to plasma potential one must equate proper express-
ions for the electron and ion current densities incident
upon the probe for the given plasma conditions. In general,
the relation between floating and plasma potential is a com-
plicated function of ion and electron temperatures, appropriate
Knudsen numbers, ion streaming velocities, and probe geometry.
Only under a few experimental conditions is this reduction factor
accurately known. In lieu of this factor, the space potential
profiles may only be approximated by the floating potential
distribution.
II-2-3 Optical Discharge Properties
The presence or absence of different species and their
spatial distribution in the discharge plasma may be ascertained
through several optical diagnostic methods. Discharge photo-
graphy through selected narrow band spectral filters records
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the time-integrated luminosity patterns associated with
0
different modes of arcjet operation. 4880 A (argon II)
and 5910 A (tungsten and continuum radiation) filters are
used in conjunction with a Burleigh Brooks Super Cambo
4 x 5 view camera fitted with a Schneider Tele-Xenar 500 mm
telephoto lens.
A more precise statement regarding the atomic and
ionic species composition of the discharge plasma may be
made from spectroscopic data. A Steinheil GH glass prism
spectrograph is used to record the radiation over the spec-
o o
tral region from 4200 A to 6500 A. The temporal dependence
of individual spectral lines during the discharge pulse is
monitored by a monochromator-photomultiplier combination.
A Bausch and Lomb grating monochromator with a linear dis-
0
persion of 16 A/mm, a RCA IP28 photomultiplier tube, and
appropriate focusing optics make up the system.
II-3 Experimental Approach
No attempt has yet been made to optimize the performance
characteristics of the arcjet apparatus just described.
Rather,the facilities were designed to facilitate diagnostic
observation of quasi-steady MPD discharge phenomena. The
assortment of diagnostic techniques used in this program and
discussed above were specifically chosen to examine certain
aspects of the plasma acceleration process. In particular,
terminal voltage, exhaust velocity, and spectroscopic data
were initially used to assess the arcjet ablation problem.
The arcjet configuration was subsequently altered in a
manner suggested by these data so as to eliminate the con-
cern over ablation. Later the magnetic, potential, and
velocity vector probes were employed to determiiiine the electro-
magnetic and flow field structure associated with this arcjet
configuration. These data were then combined in a plasma
acceleration model which suggests several directions in
which improvement in arcjet performance may ultimately be
realized.
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Chapter III
Limiting Phenomena in Quasi-steady MPD Discharges
III-1 Introduction
The proper evaluation of performance data for both steady
and quasi-steady MPD arcjets has on occasion been hampered by the
perturbing influences of several extraneous phenomena. Ambient
mass ingestion into the acceleration zones, insulator and elec-
trode ablation, and the onset of voltage fluctuations all tend
to distort performance data, obscure the acceleration mechanisms,
and otherwise prevent the evaluation of nominal arcjet opera-
tion.(32,33) Of particular importance with respect to eventual
space thruster application is the suggestion that the quasi-
steady MPD arc may be fundamentally limited in attainable speci-
fic impulse and thrust power efficiency. To assess this ques-
tion, it becomes imperative to develop a quasi-steady arcjet
configuration whose operation is uninfluenced by extraneous
factors. Given this configuration, the terminal voltage, ex-
haust velocity, and other pertinent arc variables may then be
measured to clarify the nature of the acceleration process and
determine the extent and nature of any limitation in the quasi-
steady arcjet's performance.
Multimegawatt quasi-steady arcjet operation tends to produce
serious insulator ablation, which must be properly accounted for
in evaluating the arcjet's high-power performance characteris-
tics, and must be virtually eliminated before long-term thruster
operation can be contemplated. This chapter describes investi-
gations of the manner in which the arc voltage and exhaust veloc-
ity of a quasi-steady MPD arc are affected by the introduction
of the ablation products into the discharge and exhaust stream,
and techniques for eliminating such effects.
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High current operation of quasi-steady MPD arcjets also
tends to be characterized by erratic, non-steady terminal voltage
behavior. The second half of this chapter discusses this
effect in terms of phenomena occurring in the vicinity of the
arcjet's electrodes.
Finally, the criteria are summarized which when satisfied
allow nominal MPD arcjet operation to ensue, free from the per-
turbing effects outlined above.
III-2 Insulator Ablation Background
Earlier studies of the ablation of Plexiglas insulating
surfaces within the quasi-steady MPD arc at Princeton established
that spectral lines of ionized carbon, oxygen and neutral hydro-
gen, the atomic constituents of Plexiglas, were prominently
present in spectrograms of the discharge plasma. (17,34,35)
Insulator ablation was further visually evidenced by the marked
erosion of the Plexiglas surfaces after repeated firings of the
arc. A more detailed examination of the MPD exhaust in which
the exhaust plume was photographed through a series of narrow
band spectral line filters revealed an azimuthally nonuniform
species structure previously undetected by other diagnostic
(17)techniques. Jets of ionized argon propellant aligned with
the arc's mass injection orifices azimuthally alternated with
jets of the ionized products of Plexiglas ablation. The entire
jet structure surrounded a central core of ablation material.
In addition, this arc structure depended on the ratio of the
square of the arc current to the mass flow rate, J2/m, a para-
meter thought to demark regions of "starved" and "overfed" MPD
arc operation. For "overfed" conditions the degree of ablation
was significantly reduced, and the exhaust structure became
correspondingly less pronounced. For "starved", highly ablative
arc operation, the jets were more sharply delineated.
The following three sections describe in further detail
the manner in which insulator ablation affects the terminal
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voltage and the exhaust velocity of the arc. Actually,
several categories of ablation need be distinguished, accord-
ing to the effects produced relative to nominal MPD arc opera-
tion. Ranked in descending degrees of ablation, we define
domains of: (1) "ablation dominated" operation implying abla-
tion-dominated terminal voltages and ablation-dependent veloc-
ities; (2) "reduced ablation" where only the exhaust veloc-
ities are affected; (3) "trace ablation" where the quasi-steady
arc characteristics are independent of insulator material, but
the presence of ablated species in the discharge is detected
spectroscopically; and (4) "no ablation" detectable in any
fashion.
III-3 Effects of Insulator Ablation on the Voltage-Current
Characteristic
For a given accelerator geometry, current level, and
input mass flow rate and distribution, the voltage-current
characteristic of the MPD arc indicates the electric potential
required to drive that current between the anode and cathode
in the presence of plasma resistivity, plasma flow, magnetic
fields and electrode sheaths. The terminal arc voltage may be
expressed as the sum of ohmic, motional emf, Hall and electrode
fall terms given by the generalized Ohm's law:
A A A
V= ) + (j x B) d + VF (3-a)
Cc e
where dl implies integration along any convenient contour
from the cathode to anode sheath surfaces, and VF equals the
sum of the anode and cathode falls. Order of magnitude estimates
for the plasma environment of this study indicate that additional
contributions to the voltage due to electron pressure gradients
and ion slip are negligible.
The expected functional form of the voltage-current charac-
teristic may be approximated apriori by considering the operational
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modes of the accelerator. As the arc current is increased for
a given mass flow rate, the MPD arcjet undergoes a transition
from an electrothermal to an electromagnetic mode.(36) For
sufficiently low currents such that the j x B body forces
within the discharge are negligible, the arc current resis-
tively heats the discharge plasma. The creation and subsequent
expansion of a resistively heated, high enthalpy plasma charac-
terizes electrothermal plasma acceleration. Because resistive
heating phenomena dominate the electrothermal mode, electro-
thermal terminal voltages should accordingly scale as the ohmic
integral jdl in the generalized Ohm's law. In this regime,
-3
where the degree of ionization is greater than 10-  o- equals
the Spitzer conductivity which is a function of the electron
temperature and the Coulomb logarithm.(37) Since changes in
the electron temperature and Coulomb logarithm are small to
first order in this regime, the plasma conductivity may be
approximated as constant.(38,42,44) For this case, electro-
thermal terminal voltages will scale linearly with arc cur-
rent.
As the total arc current is increased, the self-induced
magnetic field B becomes increasingly more significant. The
predominance of the Lorentz j x B body forces over Joule heating
components distinguishes the electromagnetic and electrothermal
modes of arcjet operation. In the Ohm's law formulation of the
V-J characteristic, the electromagnetic component of arcjet
operation appears as the motional emf integral (ux B) dl.
Since the self-magnetic field is proportional to the current J,
the back emf term will scale as uJ. In the electromagnetic mode
the exhaust velocity is related to the current through the self-
field thrust equation discussed in Chapter I.
T = m u = b J2 (3-b)
For a mass flow independent of current the average exhaust
velocity will scale as J2 implying a J3 arc voltage dependence
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is associated with the electromagnetic mode of arcjet opera-
tion. Thus, as the arc current is increased, one would expect
the terminal voltage to experience a change from a linear to
a cubic dependence upon the current, indicative of the transi-
tion from an electrothermal to an electromagnetic mode of arc-
jet operation.
The V-J characteristic for the quasi-steady MPD arc
operating with a six-hole Plexiglas insulator end plate and a
total mass flow rate of 6 g/sec is presented on a log-log scale
in Figure 3-1. (All arcjet configurations discussed in Sec-
tions III-3 through III-5 operate with a common conical cathode
geometry, 2.54 centimeters in length and 1.9 centimeters in
base diameter.) The argon propellant is injected axially into
the discharge chamber through six 0.48 cm orifices symmetrical-
ly distributed about the 2.54 cm radius as illustrated in Figure
3-4a. Superimposed upon the voltage data in Figure 3-1 are
solid lines whose slopes correspond to the asymptotic behavior
of the electrothermal and electromagnetic terminal arc voltages
discussed above. The Plexiglas characteristic may be divided
into three separate regions shown in Figure 3-1. (I) a low
current region where the arc voltage is proportional to the
current, (II) an intermediate current region characterized by
a voltage porportional to the cube of the current, and (III) a
high current region where the arc voltage scales linearly with
the current. It is proposed that the functional behavior of
the voltage with current within the three regions of the Plexi-
glas V-J charactristic indicates respectively, electrothermal,
electromagnetic, and ablation-dominated modes of operation.
The expected arcjet transition from electrothermal to
electromagnetic modes is indicated by the observed functional
current dependencies in regions I and II of the characteristic.
The abrupt transition between regions II and III, however, repre-
sents an unexpected deviation from nominal arcjet behavior.
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This second transition at approximately 10 kA is believed to
be associated with insulator ablation. As postulated above,
high current arcjet operation is characterized by an arc
voltage proportional to the motional emf term of Ohm's law,
and it seems reasonable to expect the voltage transition be-
tween region II and region III to be due to the onset of
phenomena which affect the functional variation of the ex-
haust velocity with current. Quasi-steady thrusters using
ablated electrode material as the propellant are found to (39)
ablate mass flow proportional to the square of the current.
For such thrusters the self-field thrust Equation 3-b implies
that exhaust velocities should be independent of arc current,
and indeed, velocity measurements in the "starved", highly
ablative region III of our Plexiglas characteristic indicate
the average exhaust velocity is independent of current.(14)
It follows, then, that ablation-dominated terminal arc voltages
will scale linearly with arc current. One concludes that
region III of the Plexiglas characteristic represents an abla-
tion-dominated regime of arcjet operation. Since the quasi-
steady MPD arcjet is intended to operate in a non-ablating mode,
the decision was made to eliminate rather than to account for
the cause and effects of the insulator ablation.
,For given levels of incident thermal energy flux, refrac-
tory insulating surfaces are less prone to ablate than Plexiglas
surfaces. Accordingly,boron nitride was substituted for Plexiglas
because of its higher thermal diffusivity and ablation tempera-
ture. In Figure 3-2 the voltage-current characteristic for the
same mass injection configuration and mass flow rate as above is
now shown with boron nitride as the insulator material instead
of Plexiglas. Regions I and II appear much the same as in the
Plexiglas case, but no similar transition to region III of
ablation-dominated voltages is seen in the boron nitride case.
Instead, the high current regime, J > 10 kA, continues to
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be characterized by a J3 voltage dependence in spite of
spectral evidence of ionized boron and nitrogen in the discharge
plasma. Apparently the refractory nature of the boron nitride
insulation reduces the degree of ablation to such an extent
that the terminal voltages are no longer ablation-dominated.
It is also found in the boron nitride experiments that
the azimuthal jet structure of the discharge seen with Plexi-
glas is no longer evident. As described below, however, sig-
nificant effects on the jet velocity remain. That is, use of
boron nitride insulation within the MPD arc chamber reduces
the degree of ablation from the previous "ablation-dominated"
level to ablation category (2), "reduced ablation".
III-4 Effects of Insulator Ablation on the Exhaust Velocity
Insulator participation in MPD arcjet processes was
originally suggested by examination of the radial profiles of
exhaust velocity and species distribution for an arcjet opera-
ting at 15.3 kA with 6 g/sec argon injected through a six-hole
Plexiglas end plate. (14 ) The radial velocity profile of Figure
3-3 is taken at a downstream position near the end of the elec-
tromagnetic acceleration region where magnetic field measure-
ments show that 90% of the total arc current flows upstream of
this point. The plasma velocities are measured using a time-of-
flight technique (Section II-2-2a). The profile consists of a
central core region with an average plasma velocity of 21.0
km/sec and an outer annular region with an average velocity of
8.8 km/sec. Superimposing Bruckner's radial species distribu-
tion (17 ) upon this velocity profile, the ablation products of the
Plexiglas insulator (carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen) are found to
occupy the central core while the injected argon propellant
occupies the outer region. It is therefore legitimate to ask
whether this velocity profile, particularly the high speed central
core, is reflective of a normal j x B body force distribution
or is a consequence of ablation and the particular insulator
material employed within the arc chamber.
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The continuum nature of the discharge plasma just down-
stream of the anode orifice allows the centerline plasma, con-
sisting of the ionized products of Plexiglas dissociation
(carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen - C5H802 ), to be treated as a
monofluid with an effective ion mass equal to the weighted
average atomic mass of the ablation products.
5mc + 8mh + 2m
mc + o1 = 6.7 a.m.u. (3-c)
mplex = 15
The mass of ah:argon ion, ma , is 40 a.m.u. The ratio of the
inverse square root of these ion masses equals within 2 % the
experimentally measured velocity ratio. That is to say,
plex _a (3-d)
a mplex (3-d)
From this it may be inferred that the exhaust velocities exhibit
an inverse square root dependence on the mass of the species
being accelerated. Similar observations have been made in steady(49)
state devices operating with bi-species propellants. This
mass dependence will henceforth be employed in an empirical
spirit as an indicator of ablation's influence on the exhaust
velocity. The high centerline velocity associated with the
Plexiglas configuration thus appears to be a consequence of the
low average atomic mass of the centerline plasma, and therefore
a direct result of insulator ablation. Hence, region III of the
six hole Plexiglas V-J characteristic is classified as "ablation-
dominated" in that both the arc voltage and exhaust velocity are
ablation-dominated.
When boron nitride is substituted for the Plexiglas insula-
tion for the same six-hole mass injection geometry, the time-of-
flight velocity on the centerline where spectrograms of the dis-
charge indicate ionized boron and nitrogen are confined, is
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16.0 ± 6.0 km/sec. As before, the centerline "boron nitride"
plasma may be treated as a monofluid with an effective ion
mass of 12.4 a.m.u. Accordingly, Equation 3-d predicts a
centerline "boron nitride" plasma velocity of 15.6 km/sec.
Thus it appears that even though boron nitride insulation re-
duces the degree of ablation to the extent that the terminal
arc voltage is no longer ablation-dominated, the insulator
material continues to affect nominal MPD arc operation through
its influence on the exhaust velocity for this combination of
operating conditions, insulator material and mass injection
geometry.
In a further attempt to eliminate the insulator affect upon
the exhaust velocity, the manner in which the propellant is in-
jected into the discharge chamber was next explored.
For the six-hole mass injection configuration, visual and
spectroscopic data suggest that the insulator ablation is most
severe about the base of the centrally located cathode. This is
to be expected since the inverse radial dependence of the current
density tends to maximize the thermal energy flux from the plasma
to the insulating surfaces about the base of the cathode. In
addition, the lack of injected argon propellant about the cathode
base may create locally "starved" regions which in turn tend to
encourage insulator ablation.
Therefore, in an attempt to supply argon propellant to the
cathode region and remove solid insulator surfaces from the vicinity
of the cathode, a revised boron nitride annular cathode base mass
injection configuration was designed and constructed. The annulus
channel, one side of which is the rear side of the cathode itself,
is angled at 450 to provide a radial component of injected propel-
lant flow, as shown in Figure 3-4b.
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Figure 3-5 is the measured V-J characteristic for this
boron nitride annular cathode base injection geometry for an
argon mass flow rate of 6 g/sec. Again, a line indicative of
the electromagnetic accelerator mode is superimposed upon the
terminal voltage data. The revised injection geometry still
shows no tendence toward transition to ablation-dominated
operation in the high current regime. It is also interesting
to note that region I of the V-J characteristic has been
eliminated and the low current regime now exhibits the cubic
dependence of region II. This may suggest that mass injection
directly into regions of maximum j x B body force helps pro-
mote the dominance of the electromagnetic mode of arcjet opera-
tion even for relatively low values of total arc current. Even
though discharge spectra at J = 15.3 kA, m = 6 g/sec continue
to indicate the presence of BII, BIII, NII and NIII in the dis-
charge for this new configuration, the centerline exhaust
velocity is now measured to be 9.0 km/sec, Figure 3-6, suggesting
this injection geometry is capable of reducing ablation to a
"trace" level where the exhaust velocity is no longer ablation-
dominated.
In summary, the combination of an annular cathode base mass
injection geometry and a refractory boron nitride insulator re-
sult in an arcjet configuration whose voltage characteristic and
exhaust velocity are independent of insulator material. However,
this has been achieved at the cost of higher terminal voltages
as seen in comparing the absolute magnitudes of the arc voltages
for the two different boron nitride injection geometries. For
example, at J = 10 kA the six-hole geometry voltage is 95 volts,
where at the same current the annular cathode base BN geometry
operates at a terminal voltage of 320 volts. Such a dramatic in-
crease in the terminal voltage for a given current implies a
significant change in arcjet operation. The effort to reduce this
terminal voltage while maintaining MPD arcjet operation indepen-
dent of insulator material will now be discussed.
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III-5 Effects of Mass Injection Geometry on Terminal
Voltage and Exhaust Velocities
For a given current, mass flow, and exhaust velocity,
MPD arcjet efficiency is inversely proportional to the terminal
arc voltage. Thus MPD arcjet operation at the lowest possible
terminal voltage becomes desirable. The empirical experience
outlined above suggests that some combination of large and small
radius mass injection configurations might provide both lower
voltages and arc operation independent of insulator material.
To explore this possibility, floating potential surveys were
taken for both injection geometries at J = 9 kA, i = 6 g/sec.
to identify regions of relative voltage increase.
Potential measurements begin a millimeter from the anode
in the anode plane, proceed radially inward to the centerline,
and then axially inward to a position a millimeter from the
cathode tip. The floating potentials, uncorrected for electron
temperature gradients, ion flow, collisional, and magnetic field
effects,are plotted as a function of radial and axial location
along the path described above in Figure 3-7. The anode fall
potentials, defined as the potential measured at the one milli-
meter radial position, are equal for both injection configura-
tions. The most pronounced difference between the two profiles
is found in the steep interelectrode voltage gradient for the
annular cathode base injection geometry case.
This voltage gradient suggests that a local starvation of
injected propellant exists in the outer anode regions of the dis-
charge, an effect elsewhere observed to have a strong influence
on the terminal voltage.(19) The cathode base injection configura-
tion apparently tends to concentrate injected mass about the
centerline, whereas mass injection at a larger radius (six-hole
injection geometry) provides relatively more mass in the outer
anode regions of the discharge.
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In light of these results, it seemed reasonable to assume
that a combination of the two previously employed mass injec-
tion configurations would act to reduce the terminal voltage.
In order to determine the optimum flow division between the
outer radial region and the inner cathode region of the dis-
charge chamber, a new boron nitride mass injection geometry
was designed as illustrated in Figure 3-4c. Twelve 0.32 cm
holes symmetrically distributed about a 3.81 cm radius assure
a uniform mass distribution in the vicinity of the anode. A
450 cathode base annulus similar to one used previously allows
argon propellant to be delivered about the cathode. A flow
divider ring establishes two independent plenum areas so that
the mass flow division between inner annulus and outer holes
can be controlled. The percentage flow division is monitored
by varying the relative area ratios of the choked orifices
feeding the two independent plenums. In such a manner the
entire range of flow division between 100% inner flow; 0% outer
flow (designated by 100:0) to 0% inner flow; 100%.outer flow
(0:100) may be spanned.
The V-J characteristics at 6 g/sec as a function of flow
division are shown in Figure 3-8. It is seen that the functional
dependence of arc voltage on arc current is itself dependent on
flow division in the low current regime and independent of flow
division in the high current regime. Region I continues to scale
as voltage proportional to current,and region II as the cube of
the current. The voltage as a function of percent flow through
the inner annulus is presented in Figure 3-9 for currents of 5,
10, and 15 kA and a mass flow rate of 6 g/sec. At the lowest
current the voltage appears to be insensitive to flow division,
whereas at the high currents the voltage monotonically increases
with % flow through the inner annulus. Thus, to minimize arc
voltage it behooves one to operate as far to the left on the
curves of Figure 3-9 without reintroducing the ablation-dominated
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exhaust velocity associated with 0% inner; 100% outer flow
division operation. To determine this minimum voltage point
of operation it is necessary to obtain the exhaust velocity's
dependence on the % flow division. This relationship is pre-
sented in Figure 3-10 where the velocities are measured on the
accelerator's centerline 2.5 cm downstream of the anode face.
A critical mass flow rate through the inner annulus, mc, between
1.4 g/sec and 3.0 g/sec, exists such that for m (inner annulus) >
mc the exhaust velocity is relatively constant about the argon
velocity, while for m (inner annulus) < mc the exhaust velocity
jumps to the neighborhood of the "boron nitride" plasma velocity
calculated from the boron nitride version of Equation 3-d. Com-
parison of the voltage and velocity results implies that high
current arcjet operation in the electromagnetic mode without
insulator ablation effects at a minimum terminal voltage is
achieved for this geometry with a 50:50 flow division. This mass
injection geometry in conjunction with boron nitride insulation
henceforth becomes the standard configuration in which the accel-
erator is operated.
III-6 Effects.of Cathode Surface Area on the Terminal Voltage
Even with refractory insulating materials and an appropriate
mass injection geometry, the previously described arcjet configura-
tion exhibits a limited range of operation over which the arc
voltage is essentially constant and steady for the duration of
the current pulse. For a given mass flow rate, as the arc current
is increased, a particular current, J*, is reached beyond which
the terminal arc voltage signal becomes unsteady. The onset of
this voltage fluctuation with increasing arc current is illustrated
in Figure 3-11 for a mass flow rate of 6 g/sec. J* in this case
is approximately equal to 12 kA while the characteristic frequency
of the fluctuation is of the order of several hundred kilocycles.
For mass flow rates other than 6 g/sec, the fluctuation occurs
for arc currents such that the parameter (J*)2/m, the arc current
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squared divided by the mass flow rate, is constant. This dis-
charge phenomenon has only been observed for those quasi-
steady arcjet configurations whose terminal voltages are not
"ablation-dominated" because of their insulators.
The onset of such voltage fluctuations has been previously
reported as indicative of the fundamental limitation of the
quasi-steady MPD arcjet and has been used to define empirically
a limiting value of the parameter J2/ (Section 1-3-4). In this
manner Malliaris experimentally observed and analytically sup-
ported a critical J2/rh equal to 40 kA2-sec/g for argon. However,
for the case mentioned above, (J*)2/f equals 24 kA2-sec/g. The
AVCO and Princeton accelerators are similar in every detail
except for their cathode geometries and thus their cathode sur-
face areas. That the onset of a voltage fluctuation and hence
the disparity between the critical J 2/ values might be associated
with cathode phenomena is also suggested by spectral filter photo-
graphs of the cathode shown in Figure 3-12 which reveal different
surface luminosity patterns for arc currents greater or less than
J*. Hence,the possibility arises that the onset of erratic arc-
jet voltage behavior is not indicative of a fundamental per-
formance limitation imposed on the plasma flow, but rather a
manifestation of electrode processes occurring in the vicinity
of the cathode.
In order to investigate the relationship between erratic,
non-steady arcjet behavior and cathode surface area, the accel-
erator was operated with several different cathode geometries
for a given mass flow rate and mass injection geometry. The
cathode geometries and their respective surface areas are illus-
trated and tabulated in Figure 3-13 and Table I. (For notational
convenience, xc for cathode 7 represents only the total cathode
length. The length of the conical section for this cathode is
2.54 cm.) In all cases 6 g/sec argon is injected into the dis-
charge chamber, with the inlet flow equally divided among twelve
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0.318-cm-dia outer holes symmetrically distributed around the
3.81-cm radius, and the other half injected through an inner
annulus about the base of the cathode (referred to as 50:50
flow division). In addition, the same maximum cathode diameter
0
was maintained for all cathode geometries so as to minimize the
number of variable cathode dimensions. Because of this con-
straint, accelerator configurations which employed cathodes
whose surface areas were greater than 20 cm2 necessitated
varying the mean anode to cathode space, Lc - Xc
. 
However, the
dependence of the voltage fluctuation onset current, J*, upon
this distance, or alternatively on the chamber depth for a
given cathode as shown in Figure 3-14,was found to be rather
weak. Hence,the J* - cathode area data are presented for
accelerator configurations with a common chamber depth of 5 cm.
Table I
Cathode No. Geometry Surface Area, cm2
1 Type I xc = 2.54 cm 10.23
2 Type II xc = 2.54 cm 13.66
3 Type III x = 2.54 cm 19.35c
4 Type II xc = 5.08 cm 25.97
5 Type IV xc = 5.08 cm 31.70
6 Type III xc = 5.08 cm 34.60
7 Type II xc = 7.62 cm 41.27
The current range over which the arc voltage becomes un-
stable is presented as a function of cathode surface area in
Figure 3-15. The current associated with the onset of the
fluctuation, J*, scales directly with the cathode area and
monotonically increases. Recent experiments with extremely long
cathodes (15 <x c < 25 cm) made of stainless steel suggest J*
continues to increase for even larger cathodes but at an ever
decreasing rate. J* appears to approach an upper limit of 25 kA! 41)
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Regardless of the exact functional form of J*, it is immediate-
ly evident that the terminal voltage instability phenomenon does
not define a unique value of the J2/fi parameter as previously
suggested.
Potential probes located arbitrarily close to the anode
and cathode demonstrate the fluctuations in the terminal voltage
signal are localized about the vicinity of the cathode. The
potential drop between the cathode and a potential probe several
millimeters off the cathode surface is measured differentially
and labelled VC . The floating potential several millimeters off
the anode lip is simultaneously measured with respect to the
anode ground and is labelled VA. Figure 3-16 compares the oscil-
logram signatures of the terminal voltage, VA and VC for an arc
current greater than J*. The cathode voltage signal clearly
reproduces the onset time, frequency and amplitude of the terminal
voltage fluctuation.
The onset of terminal voltage fluctuations is further charac-
terized by a sudden increase in the local electric field about
the cathode. Figure 3-17 presents VC , VA and the terminal
voltage V as a function of current for a cathode 7, 50:50 flow
division, 6 g/sec arc configuration. The current at which the
cathode voltage sharply increases corresponds exactly with J*
determined from the terminal voltage-current characteristic.
The anode voltage VA also exhibits a similar sharp increase in
magnitude although at a lower current of 8 kA. This value ap-
proximately equals the ion current which would be generated by
the complete single ionization of the outer 3 g/sec argon mass
flow rate.
It is interesting to note that the terminal voltages at
which the sudden increase in cathode potential and discharge in-
stability occur are insensitive to the cathode surface area.
Preliminary stainless steel large cathode results suggest V*
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is also insensitive to cathode material.(41) These critical
voltages are presented as a function of cathode surface area
in Figure 3-18. The common voltage associated with the onset
of the voltage fluctuations is 180 volts ± 30%. Thus it would
appear that for arc conditions such that the terminal voltage
exceeds V*, the local electric field about the cathode sharp-
ly increases and becomes oscillatory. It is tempting to specu-
late that this critical voltage and the changes in the field
properties about the cathode reflect a change in the local
current emission processes. However, since the electron
emission and current conduction processes in the cathode region
of an arc discharge are extremely complex and .pertinent experi-
mental data do not presently exist, further clarification of
this suggestion must await future work.
In any case, one concludes that in order to conduct a given
current without undue difficulty, the quasi-steady MPD arc re-
quires a minimum cathode surface area for a given mass flow rate.
It should also be pointed out that as a consequence of in-
creased cathode surface areas, terminal arc voltages for a given
arc current and mass flow rate decrease in magnitude. All else
remaining the same, this trend implies increased overall arcjet
efficiencies. Arc voltages as a function of cathode area are
given in Figure 3-19 for arc currents of 10, 15, and 20 kA. For
each particular current the arc voltage approaches a lower limit
as the cathode area is increased. Thus a minimum arc impedance
associated with large cathode operation may be defined and is-
calculated to be approximately 6 milliohms for this configuration.
This value is of the same order as the impedance corresponding
to the limiting values of J* and V*; that is Vmax/J*max 180 volts/
25 kA = 7 milliohms. This trend has been theoretically predicted
for a parallel plate MPD discharge using a one-dimensional,
scalar conductivity model of the discharge.(12)
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III-6-1 Propellant Flow Division Revisited
One may now return to examine the effect that mass in-
jection geometry has upon the steadiness and magnitude of the
terminal voltage for given arc currents and cathode geometries
in light of the previously discussed cathode area effect.
Division of the 6 g/sec injected argon is varied between 100%
inner: 0% outer flow and 0% inner: 100% outer flow for two
cathode geometries. The V-J characteristics for each cathode
geometry are measured as a function of flow division. Two
effects are noted. The functional dependence of the onset cur-
rent J* is dependent upon the relative area of the given
cathode as shown in Figure 3-20. For the smaller cathodes
typified by the cathode 1 data in Figure 3-20, J* is insensi-
tive to the manner in which the argon is distributed through-
out the discharge chamber. The magnitude of J for all flow
divisions is equal to 12 kA, the value associated with the area
of cathode 1. However, in the case of larger cathodes repre-
sented by the cathode 5 data in Figure 3-20, J exhibits a
nearly discontinuous dependence upon the flow division. When
greater than 50% of the injected mass flow is delivered to the
outer radial regions of the discharge chamber, the voltage goes
unstable at a J* associated with the surface area of cathode
5. The sudden drop to a lower instability onset current as less
than 50% of the mass flow is injected towards the anode region
suggests that a second instability phenomenon associated with
anode starvation may be present. The sudden growth of fluctua-
ting electric fields in the vicinity of the anode when insuf-
ficient charge carriers are delivered to that region is well
documented. (28,40) This is further suggested in Figure 3-21
which presents the arc voltage as a function of flow division
for cathode 5, total mass flow rate of 6 g/sec, and currents of
5, 10, and 15 kA. The sudden rise in the terminal voltage
associated with outer mass flow rates of less than 3 g/sec in the
15 kA case may be tentatively identified as a manifestation of
anode starvation.
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III-6-2 Insulator Ablation Revisited
Referring back to Figure 3-15 it would seem that quasi-
steady operation free from spurious effects is attainable for
increasing arc currents at a fixed mass flow rate by appro-
priately increasing the cathode surface area. However, abla-
tion measurements of the arc discharge demonstrate that this
is not the case. The discharge plasma has been viewed through
a monochromator-photomultiplier optical arrangement selective-
ly tuned to observe either the 4497 X BIII and/or 4630 A NII
spectral lines. The absence or presence of spectral radiation
from either ablated species is recorded as a function of arc
current for various cathode geometries and a mass flow rate
of 6 g/sec with 50:50 flow division. The current at which
ablated species are initially detected in the discharge plasma
is then plotted against the area of that configuration's cathode
and is shown in Figure 3-22. Also included in:Figure 3-22 is
the voltage fluctuation onset current J* previously shown in
Figure 3-15.
Based on Figure 3-22, it now appears that even for a large
enough cathode to avoid voltage fluctuations, an upper limit on
arc current for quasi-steady operation is imposed by insulator
ablation. For arcjet configurations with smaller cathodes, the
onset of insulator ablation and terminal voltage fluctuations
coincide. One may postulate that the local electric fields re-
quired to enhance the emission process due to the insufficient
cathode area in turn increase the magnitude of the local Joule
heat flux to the neighboring insulator surfaces thereby initiating
insulator ablation. However, as is seen in the larger cathode
cases, insulator ablation begins at a current lower than one
would expect if the onset of ablation were solely associated
with the cathode area phenomenon. In fact, the onset of in-
sulator ablation appears to plateau at a current, JA' of approxi-
mately 15.3 kA for an injected mass flow rate of 6 g/sec. Fur-
thermore, for the same cathode area, argon mass flow rates and
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their respective ablation onset currents scale such that
(JA)2/i is constant. This value of (JA)/f equals
39 kA2-sec/g.
The significance of this value depends upon the details
of the boron nitride ablation process. Most likely,arc opera-
tion with large cathodes for 39 kA 2 -sec/g j2 (J *) 2/m is
characterized by local electric field and current density dis-
tributions such that the Joule energy transfer to the insulating
boron nitride is sufficient to raise the surface temperature
to its ablation limit. In this case insulator ablation would
be a normal consequence of arcjet operation with that particular
insulator. Non-ablating arcjet operation between 39 kA2-sec/g
SJ2/r (J )2/m would therefore simply require substitution
of a more refractory-insulating material. Since arcjet operation
in this range is not required for this study, further investi-
gation of these points was not warranted and thus not pursued.
III-7 Criteria for Nominal Quasi-steady MPD Arc Operation
It is now possible to list three criteria which must be
satisfied in order to produce a quasi-steady MPD arc configura-
tion whose characteristics are independent of the previously
mentioned extraneous effects. I - use of refractory insulator
materials in order to resist the onset of insulator ablation due
to the thermal and radiative energy fluxes associated with high
power quasi-steady operation. II - use of an appropriate mass
injection geometry (in this case, 50:50 flow division) in order
to (a) remove direct insulator-cathode contact in regions of
intense Joule heating, (b) provide propellant directly to the
most vigorous acceleration zones of the discharge, and (c) pro-
vide sufficient charge carriers in the vicinity of the anode
to conduct the total current. III - use of a cathode of suf-
ficient surface area to allow the required cathode surface
emission without inducing intense electric field oscillations.
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These results are summarized in Figure 3-23 in which
several regimes are delineated in the current-cathode
area plane. Only within the region labelled "nominal arc-
jet operation" does the accelerator function independently of
insulator material and free from terminal voltage fluctua-
tions. This region is bounded on the left by the ablation.
and fluctuation onset curves,and above by only the insulator
ablation curve. The following chapter discusses properties
of the plasma acceleration process for an MPD discharge charac-
terized by the starred point within this region.
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Chapter IV
Quasi-steady Plasma Acceleration Processes
IV-1 Introduction
Understanding the plasma acceleration mechanisms within
the quasi-steady MPD arcjet represents one of the first steps
toward acquiring a fundamental comprehension of the thruster's
capabilities. The exact nature of the plasma acceleration
process in quasi-steady MPD arcjets has remained elusive, al-
though several semi-empirical models have been proposed.
Against this background of theoretical uncertainty and in-
complete experimental evidence, claims that quasi-steady elec-
tromagnetic accelerators are fundamentally limited in at-
tainable exhaust velocities appear to be somewhat premature.
However, it would be inappropriate to dismiss such claims
lightly, since the MPD arcjet's ultimate applicability as a
space thruster will be defined in terms of its maximum per-
formance capabilities. Further clarification of the plasma
acceleration process is needed to define these capabilities.
For the purposes of this program, the local plasma accelera-
tion processes will be examined in light of changes in the local
velocity vector through the MPD arc discharge. In principle, the
total velocity vector field of the accelerator may be determined
by the simultaneous solution of the mass, momentum and energy
conservation equations for given initial and boundary conditions.
The electromagnetic variables responsible for the Lorentz body
force in the momentum equation and the Joule heating term and
the energy equation must be consistent with Maxwell's equations.
In addition, a generalized Ohm's law which describes the coupling
between the electromagnetic and gasdynamic variables must be
prescribed. An appropriate equation of state and expressions
for the plasma transport properties including a plasma con-
ductivity law are required to complete the set. In practice
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the coupled nonlinear nature of the governing partial differ-
ential equations presents a problem of extreme mathematical
complexity.
In contrast, the quasi-steady plasma acceleration prob-
lem becomes more tractable when discussed in a semi-empirical
manner. This chapter presents the measured exhaust velocity
profile for an accelerator operating at an arc current of
15.3 kA and an argon mass flowrate of 6 g/sec. The electro-
magnetic discharge structure responsible for the plasma
acceleration is also presented. These data are combined in
a quasi-phenomenological model of the acceleration process
and finally discussed in light of the claim that quasi-steady
accelerators are fundamentally limited.
IV-2 Experimental Conditions
The plasma acceleration process may be studied for any
desired combination of arcjet parameters so long as the overall
accelerator configuration lies within the "nominal" regime of
Figure 3-22. There is particular interest, however, in examining
the exhaust velocity profile of the quasi-steady accelerator
for operating conditions such that the parameter J2/ih, the
arc current squared divided by the argon propellant mass flow
rate, approximately equals 40 kA2-sec/g. Claims have been
made previously that the acceleration mechanisms are funda-
mentally limited at these conditions (Section 1-3-4).
Furthermore, the results of Chapter III indicate that arcjet
operation free from (boron nitride insulator) ablation is re-
stricted to J2/A less than or equal to 40 kA2-sec/g.
For this study, this condition is realized experimentally
with an arc current of 15.3 kA and a total argon mass flow
rate of 6 g/sec. The mass injection configuration equally
divides the total propellant flow between inner and outer in-
jection orifices. Three grams per second are injected direct-
ly about the cathode through an inner cathode base annulus.
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The remaining 3 g/sec enter the discharge chamber through
twelve 0.32 cm holes symmetrically distributed about the
3.81 cm radius.
Referring to Figure 3-22, a cathode area greater than
20 cm2 is required for this combination of arc current and
mass flow. A thoriated-tungsten type II cathode 1.91 cm in
diameter, 7.62 cm in length, with a 2.54 cm conical tip
provides sufficient electrode area ("41 cm2 ) to insure
stable arcjet operation.
This arcjet configuration satisfies the three criteria
for nominal MPD arcjet operation discussed in Chapter III.
This insures that experimental arc voltages and exhaust
velocities are unperturbed by extraneous effects. The
terminal arc voltage for this configuration equals 115 volts.
Typical current and voltage signatures at these conditions
are shown in Figure 4-1. The exhaust velocity profile is
discussed below.
IV-3 Axial Velocity Profile
The axial velocity profile-measured using the time-of-
flight probe technique on the accelerator's centerline is
presented in Figure 4-2. The axial distance z is measured
downstream from the anode plane. Velocity measurements within
the discharge chamber were precluded due to the lack of dis-
cernable ion density fluctuations required by the time-of-
flight technique. The plasma leaves the discharge chamber at
a velocity less than 9.0 km/sec. Final exhaust velocities of
12.5 km/sec are observed several anode orifice diameters down-
stream. This final exhaust velocity exceeds by nearly 50% the
Alfven critical speed of 8.7 km/sec for argon, previously
suggested as the upper limit to which propellant may be ac-
celerated by a quasi-steady MPD arc operating at these con-
ditions.
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IV-4 Electromagnetic Structure of the MPD Discharge
The exhaust velocity profile results primarily from
the combined action of electromagnetic body-forces upon the
accelerated propellant mass. The magnitude and direction
of the electromagnetic body forces may be ascertained from
measured distributions of current density and magnetic field.
In this way the local acceleration processes may be related to
the local j x B distribution. Alternatively, the plasma ac-
celeration process may be viewed as the conversion of some
portion of the electrical input power (j-E) into directed
motion of the propellant. Evaluation of the local j-E power
deposition within the arc discharge requires knowledge of the
electric fields as well as the current density distribution.
From these distributions of magnetic field, current density
and electric field, a qualitative model of the quasi-steady
acceleration mechanisms will emerge.
IV-4-1 Magnetic Field Distribution
Because the arc discharge is cylindrically symmetric, the
induced self magnetic field (B) is azimuthal. The B field
distribution is determined from axial and radial induction
coil surveys. Azimuthal probe surveys for selected radial
locations within the discharge confirm the presumed cylin-
drical symmetry of the magnetic field. The magnetic field
distribution stabilizes in two characteristic times. Approxi-
mately 200 psec after discharge initiation, the magnetic field
within the discharge chamber assumes a quasi-steady distribu-
tion. At a somewhat later time, approximately 450 psec into
the 1000 psec current pulse, a quasi-steady distribution
throughout the entire flow field is achieved. This quasi-
steady distribution, presented in Figure 4-3, is maintained
for the duration of the current pulse. In this figure, lines
of constant magnetic induction are superimposed upon a schema-
tic of the accelerator chamber.
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IV-4-2 Current Density Distribution
The quasi-steady current density pattern is derived
directly from the magnetic field data. Employing Ampere's
law and the azimuthal symmetry of the discharge, enclosed
current contours may be constructed according to Equation
4-a.
JEN (r,z) = 2-w r B(r,z) (4-a)Po
An enclosed current contour is.defined such that the speci-
fied current associated with a particular contour flows down-
stream of that contour. Each enclosed contour also repre-
sents a current streamline. The magnitude of the local cur-
rent density vector may be estimated by dividing the current
between two adjacent current contours by the normal area
through which it flows. The direction of the current density
vector corresponds directly to that of the local current
streamline. The quasi-steady current distribution for the
total discharge current of 15.3 kA is illustrated in Figure
4-4. Each current contour is labelled with the amount of
current in kiloamperes which flows downstream of it.
A significant fraction of the total arc current flows in
the region exterior to the discharge chamber. The current
streamlines within the accelerator chamber emerge from the
cathode with a density distribution peaked at both ends of the
cathode as shown in Figure 4-5. The current contours then
bend axially downstream before turning radially toward the
anode. Anode current attachment concentrates about the lip
region of the anode. Outside the discharge chamber nearly
fifty percent of the total arc current billows far downstream
in the exhaust plume before returning and attaching on the
outer surfaces of the anode barrel. The current density vec-
tor within several centimeters Of the accelerator's centerline
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in this exhaust region is primarily axial. This current
density pattern is characteristic of the moderate magnetic
Reynolds number, 0(1-10), associated with the discharge
flow.
IV-4-3 Potential Patterns and Electric Fields in the
MPD Discharge
The local electric fields, which integrate to the terminal
arc voltage, arise as a result of current conduction across the
flowing, finite conductivity discharge plasma. Current con-
duction processes across the electrode-plasma interfaces also
create potential gradients commonly referred to as electrode
falls.
The local electric field equals the gradient in plasma
potential which, in turn, is related to the experimentally
measurable floating potential. For small distances over which
the gradients in electron temperature, flow vector, and col-
lision frequencies are negligible, the electric field may be
evaluated from the difference in floating potential. The
quasi-steady distribution of equi-floating potential contours
is shown in Figure 4-6. The cathode is at 115 volts negative
with respect to the anode ground. The labelled equi-potential
contours are also negative with respect to the ground, the
negative signs being omitted from Figure 4-6 for convenience.
20 and 90 volt contours envelope the anode and cathode regions
respectively. The equi-potential contours in the outer radial
regions of the downstream exhaust are approximately parallel
to the current streamlines.
IV-4-4 3*E Power Deposition in the MPD Discharge
Evaluation of the total arcjet power distribution through-
out the MPD accelerator requires local evaluation of j*E, the
dot product between the current density and electric field
vectors. For this purpose, the accelerator may be subdivided
into several separate regions, A through F, as is done in
Figure 4-7. These regions, excluding the electrode fall
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regions E and F, are further divided into incremental volume
elements in which average values for the magnitude and direc-
tion of the 3 and E vectors are assigned. The product of
local power density and incremental volume element when summed
over each region represents the total electrical power deposited
in that region. This regional power deposition is summarized
in Table I. At 15.3 kA and 6 g/sec the total arc power is
1.76 megawatts.
TABLE I
Region (j'E)(vol),watts Region description
A 6.1 x 105 inner chamber flow
B 2.5 x 105 outer chamber flow
C 2.0 x 104 inner exhaust flow
D --- outer exhaust flow
E 4.4 x 105  anode fall
F 4.4 x 105 cathode fall
Total Arc Power 1.76 x 106
To first order, no power addition appears in region D of
the discharge because the electric field is perpendicular to
the current density vector, thereby making 3jE zero throughout
the volume. The power lost to the anode in region E is estimated
from recent work relating anode power fraction to total arc power
in the quasi-steady MPD discharge. (4 2 ) For J2/i = 40 kA2-sec/g,
these results extrapolate to an anode power fraction of 25%;
i.e. 25% of the total arc power or 4.4 x 105 watts is accounted
for by loss mechanisms in the vicinity of the anode. With the
anode fall and bulk plasma flow regions accounted for, the
remaining input power must appear in the cathode fall region
F to provide an overall power balance of the arc.
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The distribution of local power deposition for the MPD
accelerator operating at 15.3 kA and 6 g/sec may now be
summarized: Approximately fifty percent of the total arc
power is invested in the plasma flow which occupies regions
A, B, C, and D in Figure 4-7. The major power addition to
the plasma flow occurs within the discharge chamber, with
negligible power addition ensuing in the downstream exhaust.
The remaining fifty percent of the total power appears in the
electrode fall regions of the discharge.
IV-5 Flow Field Characteristics of the MPD Discharge
IV-5-1 Flow Directions
The flow pattern in the exhaust of the accelerator is
determined from velocity vector measurements. Local flow
directions are measured using the flow angle probe technique
discussed earlier in Section II-2-2a. The mass streamlines
constructed from these local flow angles parallel the current
streamlines in the inner exhaust region C depicted in Figure
4-7. Precise flow vector measurements in the outer exhaust
region D are difficult to obtain due to a decrease in the
probe's sensitivity to the flow orientation. Despite this
decreased accuracy, flow vectors not parallel to the current
streamlines are identified. The mass streamlines appear to
diverge more rapidly than the current streamlines in the outer
exhaust region.
IV-5-2 Flow Mach Numbers
The flow in region C of the exhaust is supersonic. Bow
shocks are photographed off the hemispherical tips of rods
introduced into this inner flow several centimeters down-
stream of the anode orifice. Oblique shocks attached to
wedges of different turning angles are also observed. As
these wedges are moved axially inward towards the anode plane,
the oblique shock angles increase indicative of lower incident
flow Mach numbers. Finally no shocks are seen in the vicinity
of the anode orifice indicating near sonic conditions there.
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Insufficient knowledge of the shocked plasma's thermo-
dynamic state precludes exact Mach number calculations from
the shock angle data. However, the oblique shock relations
for a perfect gas with an appropriate ratio of specific heats
provide a first order estimate. (4 3) Using this method, the
flow Mach number seven centimeters downstream of the anode
orifice is estimated between two and three.
IV-5-3 Luminosity Patterns
Photographs through narrow band spectral filters display
the luminosity patterns of the discharge. Spectrograms of the
discharge reveal singly ionized argon (AII) as the predominant
species. Argon II line radiation in the downstream exhaust
extends to radii beyond the anode barrel of the accelerator
although the spectral intensity monotonically decreases with
radius. Referring again to Figure 4-7, the predominant argon
0
II radiation photographed through a 4880 A filter is confined
to the inner flow regions A and C. The outer edge of the AII
luminosity in region C coincides with a mass streamline pre-
viously defined by the velocity vector measurements in Section
0
IV-5-1. The correspondance among the 4880 A AII luminosity
boundary, the mass streamline and the demarcation of the A-C
and B-D flow regions is illustrated in Figure 4-8 where all
three are superimposed together.
The remaining regions of the discharge, B and D, are
essentially dark, except for a small toroidal volume located
in the anode plane between the anode lip and region A.
IV-6 Quasi-steady MPD Acceleration Processes
Having discussed the pertinent electromagnetic and flow
field characteristics of the MPD discharge, a model of the
acceleration mechanisms responsible for the measured plasma
velocity profile may be constructed. A complete description
of the flow processes would require additional profiles of
-87-
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number density, ion and electron temperatures, and pressure
throughout the discharge. For this arcjet configuration,
these profiles have not yet been determined. However,
reasonable estimates of these variables based upon previous
measurements for other configurations may be made, when
appropriate. This allows a phenomenological model of the
plasma acceleration process to be formulated.
IV-6-1 Two-Flow Plasma Acceleration Model
The total injected argon propellant is divided into two
independent mass flows associated with chamber injection at
large and small radii. The local power deposition and lumi-
nosity profiles in regions A and B of the discharge chamber
suggest this flow division is essentially maintained as the
two flows are accelerated axially downstream out of the cham-
ber and into the exhaust regions. The plasma acceleration
process will thus be modelled in terms of two separate inner
and outer propellant flows, schematically illustrated in
Figure 4-9.
Inner and outer flow separation is a consequence of the
electromagnetic discharge structure within the accelerator
chamber. In particular, there are substantial differences
between the axial power deposition profiles for the two flow
regions. Figure 4-10 compares the incremental power addition
to each flow as a function of axial distance downstream from
their respective injection orifices. Approximately 180 kW are
deposited immediately in the inner flow as it emerges from the
cathode base injection annulus. This power level is commen-
surate with complete single ionization of the injected 3 g/sec
argon. Once ionized, the prevailing 3 x B body forces tend
to confine radially and accelerate axially the inner flow.
Only after leaving the discharge chamber does the inner flow
expand radially.
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In contrast, negligible input power appears in the outer
flow upstream of the anode lip region. A total of only 27 kW
is deposited in this region. Thus, it may be inferred that
only a small fraction of the 3 g/sec outer mass flow rate is
ionized upstream of the anode. This is also consistent with
the absence of ionized argon line radiation in this region of
the discharge. In addition the local current density and mag-
netic field are substantially lower in this region. As a con-
sequence of the weak local Lorentz forces, the initial axial
flow direction of the outer propellant stream will be only
slightly perturbed. To this approximation,-the integrity of
the two concentric inner and outer flows is preserved as they
are accelerated downstream.
IV-6-2 Inner Flow Region
Two-thirds of the electrical input power invested in all
the plasma flow regions appears as total enthalpy of the inner
propellant flow. In addition, nearly 100 percent of this
inner flow power addition is accomplished within the discharge
chamber as shown in Figure 4-11. Negligible power addition
occurs in the exhaust. The discharge chamber and exhaust plume
regions of the inner flow are distinguishable by this local-
ization of power input.' As such, the flow processes within
each will be treated separately.
IV-6-2a Discharge Chamber
The inner propellant mass flow is ionized, heated, and
accelerated through the sonic point within the discharge cham-
ber. The net result of these processes may be examined in terms
of a power balance across the region.
The total input power, PT' invested in the inner flow with-
in the discharge chamber is 6.1 x 105 watts, exclusive of the
cathode fall power. Of this total, a certain amount, PR' is
lost through radiative processes. The remaining power appears
-92-
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directly in the flow.
PFLOW = PT - PR (4-b)
This flow power is partitioned between enthalpic and
kinetic modes.
2
PFLOW =  (h + u /2) (4-c)
where i is the accelerated mass flow rate, h the flow
enthalpy, and u the mean flow velocity.
A quasi-equilibrium expression for the flow enthalpy
is assumed, in the form
T T.
h = C (T,p) dT + 5/2 R dT (4-d)
o T,
e
where Te and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures,
C is the heat capacity at constant pressure and R equals
the argon gas constant. The first integral in Equation 4-d
represents the contribution to the flow enthalpy from both
excitation and ionization as well as the energy content of the
ion and electron random motion at temperature T . (44) Gen-e
erally the excitation and ionization processes in devices of
this type limit the electron temperature to between one and
two volts. After initially being ionized, the plasma exper-
iences a significant axial acceleration. The resulting high
velocities are characterized by flow times short compared to
characteristic electron-ion energy equi-partition times (3 7)
thereby establishing a non-equilibrium situation. Because
electron-ion collisions are unable to establish an equilibrium
temperature distribution in time, additional enthalpy appears
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in ion random motion alone, thereby raising the ion temperature
above the electron temperature. This non-equilibrium effect is
accounted for by the second integral in Equation 4-d.
Equations 4-b, 4-c, and 4-d may be rearranged to ex-
press the flow velocity in terms of input and radiated power,
accelerated mass flow rate, pressure and electron and ion
temperatures such that:
P I T PR e
u = 2 T R + 5/2 R (T e - Ti) - Cp(p,T) dT (4-e)
0
Order of magnitude estimates of PR' p, Te and Ti at a given
axial location are required to calculate the local flow
velocity from the measured power input up to that point. The
measurement techniques for any one of these variables require
a major experimental effort in terms of the sophistication and
time demanded by the particular measurement. In lieu of their
actual measurement, these estimates must rely upon previous
data obtained at similar operating conditions, albeit for
different arcjet configurations.
Plasma radiation phenomena in an environment of this type
are extremely complex. An exact formulation of the input
power radiated away by bremmstrahlung and line radiation is
beyond the scope of this work. The power density radiated in
free-free transitions for a Maxwellian electron distribution
is given by Spitzer as:
Pff= 1.42 x 10- 34  Z2 ne n.i Te watts/cm3 (4-f)
where Z is the ion charge number and ne, i are the electron
(37)
and ion number densities. For a singly ionized argon plasma
15 -3
with an electron number density equal to 10 cm and. Te
between one and two volts:
P = 0 ( 1 watt/cm3)
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2 3
The power radiated away by bremmstrahlung from the 10 cm
inner flow volume may be approximated as:
P ff= P (Vol) = 0(102 watts)R ff
a negligible amount relative to the total input- power.
However, power losses from bound-bound transitions may be
significant. A line radiation flux of 2000 watts/cm2 has
previously been found typical of this plasma environment.(45)
The luminous inner flow region within the discharge chamber
2 2
radiates from a surface area of 0(10 cm ). From this sur-
face,
bb = 0(2 x 105 watts)R
will be radiated away. The assumption of no recombination
within this discharge region implies the power loss from free-
bound transitions is negligible. The total input power lost
to radiation is therefore
P bb P ff =0(2 x 105 watts)
R R R
Electron temperatures consistent with previous probe
measurements and observed levels of ionization, pressures
inferred from static pressure measurements in the discharge
chamber, and argon ion temperatures extrapolated from Doppler
(16,17,46)width data are listed below.
Te = 0(19,000 OK)
p = O(10-2-10-l1atm)
T. = 0(60,000 OK)1
For PT = 6.1 x 105 watts just outside the discharge chamber
and an accelerated inner mass flow rate of 3 g/sec, the cor-
responding exit velocity is calculated from Equation 4-e to
be 8.0 1 ue 10.4 km/sec. The experimentally measured plasma
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velocity 2 centimeters downstream is 9.6 .4 km/sec. The
inner propellant flow thus is slightly supersonic as it de-
parts the discharge chamber with an elevated ion temperature
and an electron temperature consistent with the conductivity
requirements of the discharge.
IV-6-2b Exhaust Plume
The flow in the inner exhaust plume of the discharge is
accelerated supersonically to a final velocity of 12.5 km/sec.
This acceleration region extends several anode orifice dia-
meters downstream. Within this region the electromagnetic
body forces are normal to the flow streamlines (Section
IV-5-1). Thus, electromagnetic body forces tend to confine
rather than accelerate the flow in the streamwise direction.
The axial acceleration, however, may be accounted for by the
radial divergence of the hot, electromagnetically confined
inner plasma flow.
The mathematical description of the expansion process is
significantly simplified for one-dimensional flows. Radial
profiles of velocity and number density at several axial
locations justify the 1-D assumption as a first approximation
of the flow field. The one-dimensional mass, momentum, and
energy relations for a given streamtube may be written as:(47)
d(y uA) = 0 (4-g)
_udu + dp = 0 (4-h)
dh + udu = dq (4-i)
where A is the normal streamtube area, dq the energy addition
per unit mass from Joule heating, and j , u, p, and h the com-
mon nomenclature for density, velocity, pressure, and enthalpy.
The flow enthalpy may be expressed as
h = 5/2 p/p + h I (4-j)
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where h is the internal energy content due to excitation
and ionization. The energy addition, dq, to the expanding
flow is found to be insignificant compared to the total
energy content (Section IV-4-4). Thus, dq may be approxi-
mated as zero.
Significant argon ion recombination (AIII ->AII or
AII--AI) in this exhaust region of the discharge has not
been experimentally observed. (4 8 ) Recombination times for
these processes are characteristically long, compared to
local flow times. This suggests the plasma flow may be
treated as frozen, i.e.,
dhI  0
Hence, the one-dimensional energy equation becomes
d(5/2 p/ ) + udu = 0 (4-k)
Equation 4-k integrates to
5/2 P/3 + u2/2 = K (4-1)
where the integration constant K represents the total
specific flow enthalpy exclusive of excitation and ionization
energies, The constant K may be evaluated from either the
sonic velocity u* or the maximum velocity umax according to
Equation 4-m.
2
K - 5 + *2 max (4-i)
where the sonic condition Yp /J = u*2 has been used.
Equations 4
-g, 4-h, 4-k, and 4-m may be solved for the
streamline area as a function of u, K, and the minimum area
A . It is easily shown that
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A/A* K u22 (4-n)
K - u /2 1
or, in terms of the streamtube radius r,
*2 3/4 1/2
r=r (4-o)
K u /2 u
Mass streamline coordinates r(z) for given r* values may be
calculated when the measured axial velocity profile u(z) in
Figure 4-2 is substituted into Equation 4-o. K and u* are
evaluated from umax = 12.5 km/sec. The flow streamlines
associated with r* = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 centimeters are shown
in Figure 4-12. Circular and triangular data symbols repre-
sent two experimentally measured streamlines. The circular
data symbols also represent the outermost boundary of the AII
0
luminosity photographed through the 4880 A filter. Streamline
agreement between the one-dimensional expansion model and the
experimental data is excellent. Thus, the downstream accelera-
tion of the inner propellant flow may be accounted for by the
radial expansion of the high enthalpy plasma discharged from
the accelerator chamber.
Questions may arise as to the sensitivity of these results
to the shape of the-measured velocity profile and the assumption
of negligible recombination in the expanding flow. The above
calculations were repeated for an arbitrarily chosen linear
velocity profile substituted for the measured profile of Figure
4-2. The corresponding streamline shapes calculated from Equa-
tion 4-o for the linear profile differed noticeably from the
experimentally measured flow directions. Recombination enthalpy
was arbitrarily introduced onto the flow by including dh I in
Equation 4-k. Even for relatively small degrees of assumed
2.0
r 1.0 cm
,Z, cm
, CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL MASS STREAMLINES
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recombination, the calculated streamlines bore no resem-
blance to the measured flow patterns.
IV-6-3 Outer Flow Region
Plasma acceleration appears qualitatively less significant
in the outer flow regions of the discharge. Reduced levels
of power addition, local j x B, and luminosity suggest lower
velocities, densities, and ion temperatures in the outer flow.
Estimates of these temperatures and velocities may be made
in the same spirit as in Section IV-6-2.
IV-6-3a Discharge Chamber
The interesting feature of the outer flow inside the dis-
charge chamber is the localization of power addition off the
tip of the anode previously illustrated in Figure 4-10. Be-
cause of this, significant ionization of the injected propellant
is delayed until the flow enters the vicinity of the anode
orifice. The local power addition there is commensurate with
full ionization of the incident propellant flux. It should be
recalled that outer flow mass injection was originally required
to prevent severe terminal voltage fluctuations and minimize
the total arc voltage. Similar behavior has been reported for
different arcjet configurations operating at conditions where
the anode region appears locally "starved" of propellant. One
may speculate that the outer flow functions primarily to provide
a source of conduction electrons in the vicinity of the plasma-
anode interface.
The outer flow plasma velocity in the anode plane may be
estimated using the power balance Equation 4-e. However, ion
temperatures in this region of the discharge have not been
previously measured. To circumvent this problem, advantage
may be made of the near sonic conditions existing in the
vicinity of the anode orifice (Section IV-5-2). The ion
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temperature may be expressed in terms of the acoustic speed
C S ,
s = R ( eTe + i Ti )
where e,i are the respective electron and ion specific
heat ratios. Since the acoustic speed equals the flow
velocity at the sonic point, the ion temperature may be
expressed as,
u* 2  6e
T. - R  T (4-p)I KR i e
Using Equation 4
-p, Equation 4-e may be rearranged to express
the flow velocity u in terms of PFLOW' , and T evaluatedFLOW' e
at the sonic point. Electron temperatures on the same order
as the inner flow are assumed, i.e. 0(19,000 0 K). The elec-
trical power input to the outer flow within the discharge
chamber is 2.5 x 105 watts. This input power level according-
ly accelerates the 3 g/sec outer flow rate to velocities less
than 4500 m/sec and heats the ions to temperatures below
40,000 oK. Both these values are approximately a factor of
two less than the inner flow velocity and ion temperature at
a similar axial station.
IV-6-3b Exhaust Plume
The mass streamlines measured in the outer exhaust plume
flow of the accelerator do not parallel the local current
streamlines. The more rapid radial divergence of the outer
exhaust flow indicates only partial magnetic confinement.
The expansion process in this region of the discharge should
therefore more closely resemble that of a free expansion from
a sonic orifice. The details of the outer exhaust flow field
were not considered.
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IV-6-4 Specific Impulse of the MPD Discharge Flow
The specific impulse of the quasi-steady plasma ac-
celerator, defined by Equation 4-q, is an important para-
meter used to evaluate thruster performance.
Isp T/rg (4-q)
where T is the thrust produced by the acceleration of the
mass flow rate m and g is the standard acceleration of
gravity. The AVCO critical J2/m model implies an upper 
limit
of 890 seconds for the quasi-steady acceleration of argon
propellant (Section I-3-4). The foregoing results of the two-
flow plasma acceleration model may be examined in light of this
claim. In order to do this the thrust producing regions of the
discharge must first be identified.
The thrust produced.by the quasi-steady MPD arcjet is both
electromagnetic and electrothermal in origin. Electromagnetic
thrust arises from the coupling among the vector components of
the current density and azimuthal self-magnetic field of the
discharge. Both axial and radial Lorentz body forces result
from radial and axial current flow respectively. The jrB
body forces ("electromagnetic blowing") directly accelerate
the propellant downstream imparting thrust to the arcjet
through the interaction between the current flow in the dis-
charge plasma and the accelerator circuitry. The magnitude
of the "blowing" thrust component may be calculated by inte-
grating the Maxwell stress tensor over any convenient surface
which encloses the discharge current pattern.(1) The radial
or "pumping" jz B forces confine the discharge plasma and
support radial pressure gradients similar to those found in
classical pinch discharges. The thrust contribution from
these "electromagnetic pumping" forces may be evaluated by
integrating the pressure distributions caused by this magnetic
confinement over those surfaces normal to the accelerator's
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symmetry axis. Thrust results from the overpressure gen-
erated on these surfaces.
Electrothermal or aerodynamic thrust generation is a
consequence of the discharge plasma being resistively heated.
As a result, the unbalanced pressure on the discharge cham-
ber walls and any subsequent nozzle-like flow expansion in
the exhaust will impart additional thrust to the device.
The proper evaluation of the electrothermal thrust component
is not straightforward. Conventionally, aerodynamic thrust
is expressed in terms of a nozzle discharge coefficient.
However, the appropriate discharge coefficients and chamber
pressures for the quasi-steady MPD arc are generally unknown.
Usually therefore, one must rely upon specific experimental
results to estimate the magnitude of the electrothermal thrust
component.
The thrust attributable to the inner and outer flows may
be estimated from the experimental data taken at J = 15.3 kA
and i = 6 g/sec. The details of the thrust calculations are
presented in Appendix A and the results are summarized below.
Inner flow:
T = TI  + Tem et
28.0 + 9.5
37.5 N
Outer flow:
T = T + T
em et
16.0 + 2.7
18.7 N
where the superscripts I and 0 denote the inner and outer flows
and the subscripts em and et imply electromagnetic and electro-
thermal thrust components. The total thrust generated by the
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MPD discharge at these conditions is the sum of T
I and TO
and equals,
T = TI + TO
- 56.2 N
It is interesting to note that approximately 22% of this
total calculated thrust is electrothermal in origin. This
Tet/T ratio is consistent with previous experimental thrust
data which implied the electrothermal thrust fraction of the
quasi-steady MPD arcjet was constant and equal to 20% over a
wide range of conditions. (1 6 )
Several implications of these thrust data may now be dis-
cussed. Since each flow region accelerates three grams per
second argon, the mass-averaged velocities corresponding to
the inner and outer flow thrusts are,
u = T/ I  12.5 km/sec
u T = 6.2 km/sec
Comparison between these mass averaged velocities and the anode
orifice exit velocities of the inner and outer flows suggests
that approximately 28% of the arcjet's thrust is recovered
during the flow expansion in the downstream exhaust. In addition,
-Ithe mass averaged velocity u is in close agreement with the
terminal exhaust velocity of 12.3 ± 1.1 km/sec measured in the
plume of the inner flow. This velocity also equals the maximum
velocity obtainable from the l-D, nozzle-like expansion of the
inner flow discussed in Section IV-6-2b. From this correspon-
dance, it may be inferred that thrust recovery in the downstream
exhaust regions of the discharge results from the experimental-
ly observed electromagnetic confinement of the flow.
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Finally the specific impulses of the two propellant streams
may be calculated.
I = T/ mg 1280 sec.
sp I
Ip = T "mg 640 sec.
The inner and outer flow regions delineated by the two-flow
plasma acceleration model may be further characterized by the
disparity between their specific impulses. The inner flow
region generates thrust with a specific impulse which con-
siderably exceeds the AVCO limiting Isp of 890 seconds for the
quasi-steady acceleration of argon propellant. In contrast,
the specific impulse associated with the outer propellant flow
falls beneath this limiting.value. On combining these two
flows, the overall specific impulse of the thruster, equal to
the total thrust divided by g times the total mass flow,
becomes,
Isp = (TI + T) / g(m + mo) 960 sec.
which, although lower than I , still exceeds the minimum
sp
flow power model's fundamental limit of 890 seconds.
The implications of the two-flow model and the above re-
sults, with respect to improving the performance of the quasi-
steady MPD thruster, are clear. Namely, higher accelerator
thrust densities and specific impulses should be achieved if
the relative importance of the outer flow region is reduced.
This could seem to be accomplished by reducing the anode and
chamber radii such that the outer flow discharge chamber
region is physically eliminated. If, as a result of the
chamber geometry change, the inner flow properties remain the
same, the specific impulse of the accelerator would increase
from ^- 960 to - 1280 seconds. It must be recalled, however,
that previous variations in the mass injection geometry resulted
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in increased terminal voltages and erratic arcjet behavior
when the outer anode regions were deprived of injected mass
(Section 111-6-1). Furthermore, power density and luminosity
measurements imply ionization phenomena are important in the
vicinity of the anode (Sections IV-4-4 and IV-5-3). These
data all tend to suggest the function of the outer flow may
be primarily related to current conduction processes in the
anode region. Since these phenomena and their connection
and influence upon the plasma acceleration process are not
well understood at this time, it is not clear that this flow
region can be eliminated without inducing other significant
consequences throughout the remainder of the discharge. Im-
proved MPD thruster performance,realized by enhancing the
inner flow characteristics of the discharge at the expense of
the outer flow, thus remains to be shown.
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Chapter V
Results and Implications
This type of research in electromagnetic gas acceleration
is directed toward understanding those operational principles
whose judicious manipulation will eventually lead to an effi-
cient space thruster. Toward this end, the quasi-steady MPD
research effort at Princeton over the past ten years may be
divided conveniently into three eras. The pioneering work of
Clark established the fundamentals associated with quasi-steady
plasma acceleration.(6) This was followed by a period during
which extensive diagnostic development was pursued to better
facilitate experimental study of the device. Continued arcjet
investigations with these techniques later revealed malfunctions
of the original facilities due to insulator ablation. In this
perspective, the present work may be summarized in two parts.
The first part sought, and took the necessary corrective steps,
to provide an accelerator configuration whose operation was
independent of certain extraneous influences. The structure
of the MPD discharge was then examined to clarify the nature
of the quasi-steady plasma acceleration process.
Plexiglas insulator ablation significantly alters the ter-
minal voltage and exhaust velocity characteristics of the ac-
celerator. Refractory insulator material and a revised mass
injection configuration enable the quasi-steady accelerator to
function properly over an extended range of arc currents and
mass flow rates. Nominal arcjet operation is also restricted
by the onset of terminal voltage fluctuations. The onset of
these fluctuations depends upon the mass flow rate and cathode
area. For a given mass flow rate, the voltage oscillations may
be forestalled by increasing the surface area of the cathode.
The plasma acceleration process is characterized by nearly
50% of the discharge current flowing downstream of the anode
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orifice, and by final exhaust velocities which exceed the pre-
viously proposed limit for such processes. The electromagnetic
structure of the exhaust plume supports a nozzle-like, super-
sonic expansion which partially accounts for the observed ter-
minal velocity.
From the experiments of this program emerges a two-flow
MPD accelerator model distinguished by inner and outer coaxial
flows. Of these two flow regions, the inner flow exhibits a
more efficient propellant utilization in the generation of
thrust. Joule heating and Lorentz body forces account for the
observed plasma acceleration consistent with the calculated
thrust. The outer flow produces thrust with a low specific
impulse, and thus degrades the overall performance of the
thruster. One may question the necessity of an outer flow,
but we know that a minimum fraction of the total propellant
flow rate must be invested in the outer flow regions to main-
tain a minimum terminal arc voltage for a given current. In
light of this ambiguity, the function and significance of the
outer flow region in the MPD discharge warrant further atten-
tion.
One suggested experiment designed to study this ambiguity
could examine the consequences of eliminating the outer flow
region by an appropriate reduction in the size of the anode.
Specifically, this could be accomplished by altering the anode
geometry to approximately conform to the 20 volt equipotential
contour in Figure 4-6. If the electromagnetic structure of the
outer flow region is superfluous, the original inner flow region
should be little changed, in analogy to an electrostatic situa-
tion wherein electrode and equipotential surfaces are inter-
changeable. If, however, the outer flow region and its atten-
dent properties are integral portions of the MPD discharge, the
appropriate current density, luminosity and velocity diagnostics
should continue to indicate a two-flow discharge pattern. In
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this case, the manner in which the physics of the outer flow
influences the performance characteristics of the quasi-steady
MPD accelerator must be pursued.
A second question reopened by the results of this program
concerns the definition of the "matched" conditions for effi-
cient arc operation. "Matched", in this sense, refers to
the proper scaling relation between the arc current and injec-
ted propellant flow rate, and effectively determines the
specific impulse for given input parameters. Several pre-
viously proposed models suggest the mass flow scales with the
square of the arc current. In particular, the data of Clark,
and of Malliaris, suggest a value of J2/f = 40 kA2-sec/g for the
"matched" quasi-steady acceleration of argon. (6 ,1 3 ) The magni-
tude and steadiness of the terminal voltage signatures as a
function of arc current were used to reach this conclusion. How-
ever, the present results discussed in Chapter III demonstrate
the terminal voltages recorded by Clark and the voltage fluctua-
tion onset currents observed by Malliaris are, in one case,
grossly perturbed by insulator ablation and in the other case,
not uniquely defined. Given an appropriate insulator material,
mass injection, and cathode geometry, the present data imply no
reason why quasi-steady operation above J2/n = 40 kA2-sec/g
cannot be realized with argon propellant. Thus, higher thrust
densities and specific impulses associated with J 2/ > 40
kA2-sec/g operation would seem to be accessible even without
the elimination of the outer flow region discussed before.
The present data imply the quasi-steady MPD arcjet is not
fundamentally limited in the manner proposed by Malliaris. The
phenomena previously used to empirically define this limit have
been alternatively interpreted. Measured exhaust velocities
and calculated specific impulses exceed their proposed "critical
values" and further increases in these parameters appear feasible.
However, an indication that a higher current limit may exist,
may be found in a closer examination of the accelerator's voltage-
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current characteristic, Figure 3-17. From these data one may
define a thermal arcjet efficiency as,
V 
- VA - VC
/th V
Physically, 7th represents the fraction of input energy which
appears as plasma enthalpy during the arc discharge. The re-
maining input energy fraction is dissipated through electrode,
radiative and other MPD loss processes. 7th equals the
maximum attainable arcjet thrust efficiency for the ideal case
wherein all the plasma enthalpy is converted into useful thrust.
Figure 5-1 illustrates the functional relationship between the
thermal efficiency and the arc current for 6 g/sec. For arc
currents less than 20 kA, 7th monotonically increases. Above
20 kA, however, the thermal efficiency assumes a constant value
of approximately 65%. The experimental uncertainty in the
voltage fluctuation onset current, J , associated with this
accelerator configuration, brackets this thermal efficiency
transition point. It should be recalled that J* phenomena have
been tentatively identified with current emission and conduction
processes occurring in the vicinity of the cathode. Whether
or not this trend indeed represents a fundamental limitation
imposed upon quasi-steady arcjet performance by electrode
phenomena also deserves further attention.
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Appendix A: Thrust Components of the MPD Discharge
The following appendix details the approximations and
calculations made to estimate the thrust produced by the MPD
accelerator configuration discussed in Chapter IV. The elec-
tromagnetic and electrothermal thrust components of the inner
and outer flow regions are separately discussed. Figure A-i
illustrates the characteristic dimensions and surfaces re-
quired by the thrust calculations and referred to in the sub-
sequent text. The thrust imparted to the inner propellant
flow will be considered first.
A-I Inner flow
Electromagnetic Thrust Contribution
The thrust of the inner mass flow may be treated as the
sum of electromagnetic and electrothermal contributions
I I IT = emT + T (A-a)
the electromagnetic thrust component may be divided further
into "blowing" and "pumping" components defined earlier in
Section IV-6-4.
Tm Tb + T (A-b)
em b p
The magnitude of the "blowing" component Tb is evaluated
from a detailed volume integration of the discharge jr B
pattern or alternatively from the surface integral of the
Maxwell stress tensor. (1)
Tb  = *n dA (A-c)
A
where for a self-field accelerator, and a cylindrical geometry,
I INTEGRATION SURFACE
ANODE
r-----l OUTER FLOW
rchT c
Srl ---- rL I S
-l CATHODE INNER FLOWz
T--1
ACCELERATOR SCHEMATIC FOR THRUST CALCULATIONS
FIGURE A -I
AP25-5056
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and n represents the outward normal of the area element
dA. The surface of integration, A, must be chosen so as to
enclose the entire discharge current pattern. For the follow-
ing calculations, the integration surface represented by the
dashed lines in Figure A-i is employed.
The integral of . n need only be evaluated over those
surfaces whose normals have a z component, since the net
electromagnetic stresses in the radial direction cancel.one
another. Specifically then,the "electromagnetic blowing" com-
ponent of the inner flow equals,
where Ba,b  are the self-magnetic fields on the a and b
surfaces, and H and o< are the height and half angle of
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the conical cathode tip. The radial and axial dependence
of Ba and Bb,determined from the measured quasi-steady
magnetic field distributio4 and the pertinent cathode tip
dimensions are listed below
u J
B - - (J = 15.3 kA)
a 2 tr
Bb  .093 - 3.66 z
-2
H = 2.54 x 10- 2  m
xf 200
Substitution of these variables into the integral expressions
for Tb yields an inner "electromagnetic blowing" thrust
component equal to,
T = 27.0 + .5
= 27.5 N
The unbalanced pressure distribution on the end surfaces
of the cathode also contributes to the total thrust. This
pressure distribution is a consequence of both electromagnetic
and electrothermal effects. In order to simplify and separate
the two thrust component calculations, an average cathode tip
pressure, pb' taken to represent the actual cathode tip surface
pressure distribution, is defined,
Pb = Panode + 6 p (A-e)
where panode equals the plasma pressure in the vicinity of the
anode and 4 p is the pressure change induced by the
interelectrode jz B0  distribution. This pressure change
times the conical cathode tip area projected in the axial
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direction, Acath' defines the electromagnetic "pumping"
thrust component.
T = p A (A-f)p cath
The Panode term is considered electrothermal (aerodynamic)
in origin and is discussed subsequently in the section on
electrothermal thrust of the inner flow.
Ap is estimated from the radial momentum balance,
dr z B (A-g)
assuming only axial flow to first order, Thus,
cathode
p jz B9 dr (A-h)
anode
The integral is evaluated graphically using the experimental
interelectrode jz and B0 distributions.
ap 1.6 x 103 N/m 2
This pressure combines with Acath = 3.14 x 10-4 m2 to yield,
TI  = p Aath 0.5 NP cath
The electromagnetic component of the inner flow region thus
equals,
T = + T
em b p
27.5 + 0.5
28.0 N
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Electrothermal Thrust Contribution
Evaluation of the electrothermal thrust attributable to
the inner flow requires knowledge of the plasma pressures
acting against the end wall surface, a, and the cathode tip
surface b.
TI  A + p A (A-i)
et aa anode cath
These pressures are estimated from appropriate number densi-
ties and charged particle temperatures. The calculation of
pa assumes equal ion and electron temperatures 
in the plasma
adjacent to the end wall of the accelerator. For this case,
the equation of state for a perfect gas modified by a com-
pressibility factor, Z, can be written.
Pa = Z(pa T) J R T (A-j)
The mass density in Equation A-j is given by the one-
dimensional continuity equation
I
= i (A-k)
a
A second relation between pa and T is provided by the local
power deposition (j E) data and the enthalpy function.
P -2
h -u c (p ,T) dT (A-l)
m 2 p a
u in both the state and enthalpy expressions equals the average
velocity across the volume element in which the input power PF
appears and is calculated from the axial momentum equation.
du B (A-m)
S dz r 9 (A-)
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For a negligible inlet velocity, the momentum equation
integrates to
2 _ r B d
u dz
0
which is approximated in terms of average local values
forr B and
2 3 r B9  z (A-n)
uf =
Since,
= uA
a
uf
and u 2
Equation A-n may be rearranged such that,
-j B A zAj r 9 a
u a(A-o)
2 mI
Combining Equations A-j, A-k, A-i and A-o, one derives,
PF (j B 9 a z)
c (p ,T) dT f(Pp ,T) = r a
p a a m .2I 8 m
o I
(A-p)
2
Pf (pT) 2 R m
Z(p,T) T 2 a -- 2a rB Aa 4
From the experimental data,
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P = 1.78 x 105 watts
S  = 3.0 x 10-3 kg/sec
6 2jr = 4.25 x 10 amps/m 2
-1 2B = 1.3 x 10 w/m
2 2A = (r - r )
a I c
-3 2
2.51 x 10 m
-2 2
z = 1.0 x 10 m
R = 2.07 x 102 J/kg - OK
The set of Equations A-p are solved simultaneously for pa
and T using equilibrium thermodynamic tables to evaluate
the enthalpy and compressibility functions.(44)
T = T. 1.7 x 104 oK
e 1
Pa 3.6 x 103 N/m 2
The electrothermal thrust which appears as a result of pa
acting against the inner flow's rear chamber wall is there-
fore,
p A = 9.0 Na a
This thrust is augmented by the aerodynamic contribution
from the cathode end surfaces previously defined as panode
Acath* The pressure off the tip of the anode is approximated
by,
anode = ne k Te + ni k Ti (A-q)
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n and n. are assumed equal and satisfy the 1-D continuity
e 1
requirements.
n 0= (A-r)
e,i u O (ra rl ) Mi
Te , T i and u are assumed equal to their outer flow values
previously calculated in Section IV-6-3a. Substituting,
-3
AO  = 3.0 x lu kgisec
uO  = 4.5 x 10 m/sec
-2
r = 5.1 x 10- 2 m
a
-2
r = 3.0 x 10 m
T = 1.9 x 104 oKe
T. = 4.0 x 104 OK
into Equations A-q and A-r,
3 m 2
anode 1.6 x 103 N/Panode
Panode Acath 0.5 N
The electrothermal thrust attributable to the inner flow
thus equals,
T = pA + p A
et a a anode cath
= 9.0 + 0.5
S9.5 N
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whereupon the total inner flow thrust becomes,
TI  T + Tem et
28.0 + 9.5
= 37.5 N
A-II Outer flow
Electromagnetic Contributions
The "blowing" thrust component of the outer flow is given
by,
Tb = n dAc + * n dAd + °3.n dA
e  (A-s)
The normal surfaces f and g in Figure A-i are chosen so
as to enclose all the discharge current, thereby making inte-
gration on these surfaces unnecessary since the local magnetic
field is everywhere zero.
As in the case of the inner flow, each integral is computed
using the experimentally measured magnetic field distributions
over the three specified surfaces, with the result,
T 0 16.0 Nb
The "pumping" thrust components generated by the axial current
flow into the interior and exterior faces of the anode are
calculated to be negligible in comparison to Tb. Thus,
O O 0
T = T + T
em b p
STO
- 16.0 N
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Electrothermal Contributions
The plasma pressures adjacent to the annular accelerator
surfaces c, d, and e need to be computed to evaluate the outer
flow's electrothermal thrust component, TO
et*
et c Ac Pd Ad + e e(At)
Similar assumptions and approximations incorporated in the
inner flow calculations are repeated here. The backwall pres-
sure, pc, is estimated from the local input power from which
the local ion and electron temperatures are computed.
As before,
2 c
h - . C (p ,T) dT
(A-u)
Pc = (Pc ,T) RT
f -uA
C
The average velocity u is equal to the cold gas sonic speed
since the local j x B acceleration is negligible in this region
of the MPD discharge. The other input variables are measured
to be,
33
PF = 5.4 x 10 3  watts
O  = 3.0 x 10- 3 kg/sec
2 2Ac = t (r - r )
c ch 1
-3 2
= 9.84 x 10 m
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which correspond to,
T = T. 3.5 x 103 OK
e 1
2 2
p 6.9 x 10 N/m2
p Ac 6.7 N
The pressure on the interior anode face is derived
from expressions similar to Equation A-q and A-r with,
-3
O = 3.0 x 10- 3  kg/sec
u O  = 4.5 x 103 km/sec
2 2
Ac =(rch - r1)
T = 1.9 x 104 OKe
T. = 4.0 x 104 OK
1
Consequently,
pd 826 N/m 2
Pd Ad 4.0 N
The remaining aerodynamic thrust contribution from the
exterior face of the anode is negligible. On leaving the anode
orifice, the supersonic plasma flow must negotiate a 900 turn.
The Prandtl-Meyer expansion of a Mach one, y = 1.4 flow about
a 900 corner decreases the isentropic pressure a factor of
(10-4). (43) Thus to first order,
pA
e e ,L 1
Pd Ad
since- A /A = 0(1 - 10).
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The outer flow electrothermal thrust component is
therefore estimated to be,
0
Tet = A - Pd Ad + Pe A
S 6.7 - 4.0
2.7 N
and the total thrust attributable to the outer flow, becomes,
T = T + Tt
em et
16.0 + 2.7
18.7 N
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